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NO DUTY TO SAVE LIVES, 
NO REWARD FOR RESCUE: 
IS THAT TRUL Y THE CURRENT STATE 
OF INTERNATIONAL SAL V AGE LAW? 
JASON PARENT* 
INTRODUCTION 
Alone in the dark, cold and desperate, seven men were trapped in what 
might have been their coffin, seven men, without hope, huddled together 
for warmth in their waning hours of life, seven men growing ever-
weaker, beaten, as carbon dioxide further dwindled their vanishing oxy-
gen supply, seven men to whom death appeared a foregone conclusion. 
Such was the horrifying scenario of seven Russian sailors who, in early 
August 2005, lay trapped for three days in their forty-four foot subma-
rine, the AS-28 Priz, six hundred feet below the ocean's surface. l Ac-
cording to Russian officials, the AS-28 Priz was engaged in a training 
mission when a discarded fishing net coiled around the submarine's hull 
and propeller, rendering the submarine immobile and unable to surface.2 
The Russian sailors had few hours of oxygen remaining when the com-
bined efforts of British, American and Russian heroes rescued them from 
* J. D. Candidate 2006, Barry University Dwayne O. Andreas School of Law; B.A. 2000, 
University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth. The author would like to thank Professor Barry H. Dubner 
for his expertise and guidance. He has been both friend and mentor throughout the co-authorship of 
this paper. 
I. Christopher Drew & Steven Lee Myers, International Rescue Team Wind Race to Free Sub 
Crew, N.Y. TIMEs, Aug. 8,2005, at A7, available at 
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an underwater grave.3 These Russian sailors were fortunate ... very for-
tunate indeed. 
Other Russian sailors, however, were not so fortunate. In August of 
2000, another Russian submarine, the Kursk, sank in the Barents Sea.4 
On October 8, 2001, the submarine finally resurfaced with the help of 
Russian salvors.s This help came far too late; twenty-three submariners 
who survived the explosion sinking the Kursk had long-since drowned, 
as seawater slowly crept inside while they waited ... and waited ... and 
waited for a rescue that would never come.6 The total deaths resulting 
from the incident equaled 118.7 But did the twenty-three sailors who 
survived the explosion have to die? 
Some would argue that Russian pride caused the death of the twenty-
three submariners.s This argument is certainly not without merit. As the 
Kursk lay motionless on the seafloor, "Russia's commanders obfuscated, 
dismissed offers of assistance and even accused NATO submarines of 
having caused the disaster."9 In any event, the Russian navy was unable 
to rescue its own servicemen, a task clearly beyond the means of Rus-
sia's government alone. to An international rescue effort may have saved 
the fallen submariners had Russia not denied assistance. lI 
The Russian submarine incidents make two prospects abundantly clear: 
(1) Russian submariners cannot possibly feel secure in their roles or their 
government and (2) international rescue efforts work, make sense, and 
should be the rule of law, rather than the exception. Many scholars 
would argue, however, that international maritime salvage law, and par-
ticularly American salvage law, not only does little to encourage "pure" 
life salvage on the high seas, but outright discourages the rescue of hu-
man life. 12 Conversely, this author takes a novel stance - not only does 
current international salvage law promote pure life salvage through its 
3. /d. 
4. See Alice Lagnado, Mother Hopes Truth Will Surface with the Kursk; Russian Submarine, 
Sunk in 2000, THE TIMES, Aug. 22, 2001, at II. 
5. Vanora Bennett & Oksana Yablokova, Russian Pride Rises with Kursk; Submarine Sal· 
vage, THE TIMES, Oct. 10,2001, at 21. 
6. See CLYDE BURLESON, KURSK DOWN!: THE SHOCKING TRUE STORY OF THE SINKING OF A 
RUSSIAN NUCLEAR SUBMARINE (2002). 
7. Drew & Myers, supra note I, at A7. 
8. See generally BL'RLESON, supra note 6. 
9. Drew & Myers, supra note I, at A7. 
10. BURLESON, supra note 6. 
II. Drew & Myers, supra note I, at A7. 
12. See e.g. Susanne M. Burstein, Comment: Saving Steel over Souls: The Human Cost of u.s. 
Salvage Law, 27 TuL. MAR. L.J. 307 (2002); Ross A. Albert, Comment, Restitutionary Recovery for 
Rescuers of Human Life, 74 CAL. L. REV. 85 (1986). 
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tenets and compensation scheme, but American salvage law, on its face 
and as applied, violates international law binding upon America. 
To reach this conclusion, one must analyze existing treaties, customary 
international law, and the various municipal codes of parties to the rele-
vant treaties. Part I of this comment discusses current international sal-
vage law - its inception, its purposes and its results. Part II places 
American life salvage law into a global setting, correlating American 
salvage law with the international salvage law that binds the United 
States. Part ill analyzes the topic of compensation for life salvage - the 
mechanisms in place both domestically and internationally, as well as the 
principles discouraging life salvage. Part N takes a look at current is-
sues presented by international life salvage. Finally, this comment ends 
with the conclusion that international law is already in place to promote 
and adequately provide compensation for life salvage. Further, this 
comment will offer numerous solutions providing for the enforcement of 
such international law, both domestically and within the global commu-
nity. 
Sailors, like those of the Kursk, should not have to die from the immoral, 
inept and illegal nonfeasance of an international regime. This comment 
argues for stricter adherence to, and enforcement of, international sal-
vage law and offers a common sense approach to ocean rescue that val-
ues life over property, pride and stubborn adherence to an out-dated and 
overruled law. 
I. INTERNATIONAL SAL V AGE LAW - A LEGAL DUTY TO 
RESCUE? 
A. THE BIRTH OF SAL V AGE LAW AND THE DUTY OF LIFE SAL V AGE 
Maritime salvage law "is a fully developed legal system that offers re-
wards and inducements to prompt behavior thought to be socially use-
ful."13 Salvage is defined as the rescue of any ship, cargo or other recog-
nized subject of salvage (e.g. property, life, and treasure) from danger at 
sea. 14 Under salvage law, a salvor of endangered property obtains the 
right to a reward from the owner, to the extent that the salvor may even 
take a lien against the salved property. IS The salvor receives his or her 
13. Albert, supra note 12, at 111. 
14. Liza J. Bowman, Oceans Apart Over Sunken Ships: Is the Undetwater Cultural Heritage 
Convention Really Wrecking Admiralty Law?, 42 OSGOODE HALL L.J. 1,3-4 (2004). 
15. Newell D. Smith, The Law of Salvage, Feb. 5, 1994, 
<http://www.mikkelborg.comlfiles/salvage.pdf>. 
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reward only if successful, in whole or in part. 16 Although an exception 
exists for contract salvage, where the salvor is paid a fixed compensa-
tion, usually without regard to success. 17 
The primary policy behind salvage law and its compensation methods is 
to encourage sailors to render immediate assistance to vessels in need. IS 
The United States Supreme Court once illustrated salvage policy con-
cerns as follows: 
The right to salvage may arise out of an actual contract, but it 
does not necessarily do so. It is a legal liability arising out of the 
fact that property has been saved, that the owner of the property, 
who has had the benefit of it, shall make remuneration to those 
who have conferred the benefit upon him, notwithstanding that 
he has not entered into any contract on the subject. 19 
Regardless of whether salvage law emerged to promote property rescue 
or to discourage salvor embezzlement and dishonesty,20 it "supposedly 
reflect[s] a more enlightened and humane outlook of contemporary soci-
ety."21 Yet, since its inception, maritime law has failed to promote pure 
life salvage or enforce the duty of rescue it imposes upon all vessels. 
"[T]he saving of human life, disassociated from the saving of property, is 
not a subject of salvage compensation, but left to the bounty of individu-
als."22 
International salvage law follows the ideal that vessel owners should 
encourage potential salvors to rescue a ship facing peril at sea by making 
a rescue attempt worthwhile to the salvor.23 Since the age of the Byzan-
tine Empire, the law of the sea has incorporated the principles of marine 
salvage.24 Maritime law's encouragement of salvage can be traced to 
16. Id. 
17. Id. For a standard salvage contract, see COUNCIL OF LLOYD'S, lloyd's Standard Form of 
Salvage Agreement (LOF 2000), available at <http://www.sonpo-japan.comlhsosJpdf/2.pdf>. 
"Lloyd's Open Form (LOP), is the most common form of salvage contract in use around the world." 
Bowman, supra note 14, at 5. 
18. Albert, supra note 12, at 112. 
19. U.S. v. Cornell Steamboat Co., 202 U.S. 184 (1906). 
20. Burstein, supra note 12, at 309 
21. Grisby v. Coastal Marine Servo of Texas, Inc., 412 F.2d 1011, 1021 (5th Cir. 1969). 
22. The Plymouth Rock, 9 F. 413, 418 (S.D.N.Y. 1881). 
23. Les Hall, The Business of Salvage, What You Need to Know, SEA Tow SERVICES 
INTERNATIONAL: BOATING SAFETY, 1997, <http://www.boatingsafety.comlsalvage2.htm>. 
24. George d'Angelo, U.S. and International Law: Admiralty and Maritime Law: Salvage, 
HOMEPAGE OF GEORGE D' ANGELO, ESQ., Aug. 23, 2005, 
<http://members.aol.comldangelaw/admir9.htm1>. 
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ancient Rhodian code, the seafaring laws of the Romans and the common 
law and treaties of yesterday and today. 25 
The uniqueness of maritime salvage law is evident. Unlike rescue of 
property on land, property rescue at sea is a compensable, and sometimes 
lucrative, venture.26 
The law of salvage has many special features. In all other areas 
of the law, courts are asked to decide if a wrong has been done 
and if so how best to correct it. But in salvage the court is asked 
if a good deed has been done and how best to reward it. The sal-
vage cases are at their best full of tales of heroism, bravery, and 
selflessness.27 
At their worst, however, the salvage cases do not merely offend one's 
concept of morality, but outright violate firmly established international 
law. Today, "[s]alvage is a business and, like other businesses in today's 
economic climate, requires highly trained professionals with specialized 
equipment."28 This business, however, defies logic in its methods of 
compensating salvors, encouraging the salvage of property over life.29 
B. CONVENTIONS REGULATING AN INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY 
International law firmly establishes the duty of a master of a vessel to 
render assistance to those facing danger at sea.30 "[E]very nation requires 
the master of a ship flying its flag to render assistance to any person 
found at sea in danger of being lost and to proceed with all possible 
speed to rescue people in distress, if so requested."3l The international 
community first adopted the preceding language at the Convention for 
the Unification of Certain Rules of Law Relating to Assistance and Sal-
vage at Sea of 1910 (Brussels Convention).32 Prior to the Brussels Con-
25. Allen v. Seacoast Prods., Inc., 623 F.2d 355, 358 (5th Cir. 1980). The Rhodian Sea Laws 
bestowed on a volunteer salvor an award equal to a percentage of the salved property, adjusted 
according to the risk involved. Bowman, supra note 14, at 4. 
26. Albert, supra note 12, at 112. 
27. Steven F. Friedell, The Future of Maritime Law in the Federal Couns: A Faculty Collo-
quium: Salvage, 31 J. MAR. L. & COM. 311,311 (2000) (emphasis added). 
28. Hall, supra note 23, at <http://www.boatingsafety.comlsalvage2.htm>. 
29. For an in-depth discussion of this notion, see irifra pt. ill. 
30. Peter D. Clark, Shipowners, Timechanerers Assess Rescue Costs, J. OF COM., Mar. 10, 
1995, at 7B. 
31. [d. 
32. Patrick J. Long, Comment, The Goof! Samaritan and Admiralty: A Parable of a Statute 
Last at Sea, 48 BUFF. L. REv. 591, 595 (2000) (referring to Article 11 of the Brussels Convention-
"Every master is bound, so far as he can do so without serious danger to his vessel, her crew and 
passengers, to render assistance to everybody, even though an enemy, found at sea in danger of 
5
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vention, "[n]o unified law of salvage was applied uniformly and interna-
tionally."33 Further, the Brussels Convention permitted contracting 
States to adopt life salvage rights more expansive than those provided for 
in the Convention.34 The international community reaffirmed the ship-
master's duty to render aid in both the United Nations Convention on the 
Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) of 198235 and the International Convention 
on Salvage of 1989, the latter replacing the Brussels Convention.36 Both 
conventions "recognize this duty to rescue as a practical response to the 
dangers of the high seas."3? 
Specifically, Article 10 of the International Convention on Salvage 
states: 
1. Every master is bound, so far as he can do so without serious 
danger to his vessel and persons thereon, to render assistance to 
any person in danger of being lost at sea. 
2. The States Parties shall adopt the measures necessary to en-
force the duty set out in paragraph 1. 
3. The owner of a vessel shall incur no liability for a breach of 
the duty of the master under paragraph 1.38 
As of July 31, 2005, fifty States have ratified the International Conven-
tion on Salvage.39 More substantially, 148 States have ratified the United 
being lost."). The United States ratified the Brussels Salvage Convention in 1913. d'Angelo, supra 
note 24, at <http://members.aol.comldangelaw/admir9.html>. 
33. Bowman, supra note 14, at 4. 
34. Burstein, supra note 12, at 319-20. 
35. United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, art. 98, Dec. 10, 1982, 1833 U.N.T.S. 
397. Article 98 provides: 
I. Every State shall require the master of a ship flying its flag, in so far as he can do so 
without serious danger to the ship, the crew, or the passengers: (a) To render assistance 
to any person found at sea in danger of being lost; (b) To proceed with all possible speed 
to the rescue of persons in distress if informed of their need of assistance, in so far as 
such action may reasonably be expected of him; (c) After a collision, to render assistance 
to the other ship, its crew, and its passengers and, where possible, to inform the other ship 
of the name of his own ship, its port of registry, and the nearest port at which it will call. 
2. Every coastal State shall promote the establishment, operation, and maintenance of an 
adequate and effective search and rescue service regarding safety on and over the sea 
and, where circumstances so require, by way of mutual regional arrangements cooperate 
with neighboring States for this purpose. ld. 
The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea came into force on November 16, 1994, one 
year after the sixtieth state, Guyana, ratified it. Jessica E. Tauman, Rescued at Sea, But Nowhere to 
Go: The Cloudy Legal Waters of the Tampa Crisis, II PAC. RIM. L. & POL'y J. 461, 468-69 (2002). 
36. International Convention on Salvage, art. 10, Apr. 28,1989,1989 U.S.T. 229. 
37. Tauman, supra note 35, at 473. 
38. International Convention on Salvage, supra note 36, at art. 10. 
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Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea as of July 20, 2005.40 Thus, at 
a minimum, international law imposes a duty for all vessels of countries 
party to these conventions to rescue lives at sea. But do these conven-
tions promote or enforce this duty? 
The short answer is "no." Article 12 of the International Convention on 
Salvage states the conditions of reward for a salvage operation: 
1. Salvage operations which have had a useful result give right 
to a reward. 
2. Except as otherwise provided, no payment is due under this 
Convention if the salvage operations have had no useful result. 
3. This chapter shall apply, notwithstanding that the salved ves-
sel and the vessel undertaking the salvage operations belong to 
the same owner.41 
Viewing this article alone, the rescue of life at sea must be compensable. 
What could be a more "useful result" of a salvage operation than a life 
saved? Certainly, international salvage law values life over all else, 
right? 
Wrong. The International Convention of Salvage expresses its views on 
the salvage of persons in Article 16: 
1. No remuneration is due from persons whose lives are saved, 
but nothing in this article shall affect the provisions of national 
law on the subject. 
2. A salvor of human life, who has taken part in the services 
rendered on the occasion of the accident giving rise to salvage, is 
entitled to a fair share of the payment awarded to the salvor for 
39. INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION, Summary of Status of Conventions as at 31 
July 2005, INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANlZATION HOMEPAGE, July 31, 200S, 
<http://www.imo.orglConventionsimainframe.asp?topic_id=247> (For a similar chart indicating 
which States have ratified each convention, also from the International Maritime Organization's 
website, see <http://www.imo.orglincJudeslblastDataOnly.asp/data_id%3D 12617 /status.xls». 
40. UNITED NATIONS, Chronological Lists of ratifications of, Accessions and Successions to 
the Convention and the Related Agreements as of 20 July 2005, UNITED NATIONS HOMEPAGE, July 
20,200S, 
<http://www.un.orglDepts/loslreference_files/chronologicaClists_oCratifications.htm#The United 
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea>. 
41. International Convention on Salvage, supra note 36, at art. 12 (emphasis added). 
7
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salving the vessel or other property or preventing or minimizing 
damage to the environment.42 
Article 12 and Article 16 are seemingly at odds with one another. How-
ever, Article 16 gives great deference to municipal law on life salvage.43 
Further, Article 16 only states that remuneration cannot be claimed from 
"persons whose lives are saved."44 Does this mean that remuneration for 
lives saved could be sought from elsewhere? This comment answers this 
question, addressing the topic in more detail in Parts ill and V. 
The International Convention on Salvage is but one convention playing 
an important role in international salvage law. The International Con-
vention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SaLAS) of 1974, thus far ratified 
by 155 States, is equally important in analyzing salvage law binding on 
an international community.45 In addition to standardizing safety equip-
ment and inspection requirements and implementing safety regulations 
governing ship construction and navigation,46 SaLAS "was the first in-
strument calling for the establishment of coastal maritime search and 
rescue (SAR) services."47 Chapter V of SaLAS imposes a general obli-
gation for masters to assist ships in distress:48 
The master of a ship at sea which is in a position to be able to 
provide assistance, on receiving a signal from any source that 
persons are in distress at sea, is bound to proceed with all speed 
to their assistance, if possible informing them or the search and 
rescue service that the ship is doing SO.49 
Failure to meet this obligation could subject a shipmaster to criminal or 
administrative penalties per his or her State's implementing legislation. 50 
42. Id. art. 16. 
43. Id. 
44. Id. 
45. INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION, supra note 39, at 
<http://www.imo.orgiConventionslmainframe.asp?topic_id=247>. 
46. Tauman, supra note 35, at 469-70. 
47. Craig H. Allen, The Maritime Law Forum: Australia's Tampa Incident: The Convergence 
of International and Domestic Refugee and Maritime Law in the Pacific Rim: The Tampa Incident: 
IMO Perspectives and Responses on the Treatment of Persons Rescued at Sea, 12 PAC. RIM. L. & 
POL'y J. 143, 153-54 (2003). 
48. INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION, International Convention for the Safety of 
Life at Sea (SOLAS), 1974, Aug. 23, 2005, 
<http://www.imo.orgiConventions/contents.asp?topic_id=257&doc_id=647#9>. 
49. International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea ch. 5, reg. lO(a), Nov. I, 1974,32 
U.S.T.47. 
50. Tauman, supra note 35, at 474. Norway and Australia are two examples of States that have 
created penalties to enforce this obligation through their municipal laws. Id. 
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Perhaps more importantly, Chapter V of SOLAS mandates each signa-
tory to ensure that all ships are sufficiently and efficiently prepared to 
handle search and rescue.51 Further, Regulation 7 of this chapter incorpo-
rates concepts of rescue and cooperation zones among search and rescue 
organizations.52 Also, the convention makes no specific reference to 
compensation for life salvage.53 As such, a signatory is not precluded 
from claiming costs associated with search and rescue. 54 
Finally, by a 1992 amendment, SOLAS now incorporates the Global 
Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS).55 The GMDSS rapidly 
alerts search and rescue authorities ashore, as well as all shipping vessels 
in the immediate vicinity, of any vessel in distress.56 The system dra-
matically improves the response time of search and rescue operations.57 
Thus, SOLAS set the stage as "the first attempt of the international mari-
time community to establish a system where governments [have] respon-
sibility for rescue. "58 
Another convention instrumental to life salvage on the world's oceans is 
the International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue (SAR 
Convention).59 Ratified by eighty-four States as of July 31, 2005,60 this 
convention provides a comprehensive system for international rescue 
operations.61 The SAR convention's goals are to develop an international 
search and rescue plan "so that, no matter where an accident occurs, the 
rescue of persons in distress at sea will be coordinated by a [search and 
rescue] organization and, when necessary, by cooperation between 
neighboring [search and rescue] operations."62 "The SAR Convention 
defines 'rescue' as 'an operation to retrieve persons in distress, provide 
51. INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION, supra note 48, at 
<http://www.imo.orglConventionslcontents.asp?topic_id=257&doc_id=647#9>. "Each Contracting 
Government undertakes to ensure that necessary arrangements are made for distress communication 
and co-ordination in their area of responsibility and for the rescue of persons in distress at sea around 
their coasts." International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, supra note 49, at ch. 5, reg. 7.1. 
52. Allen, supra note 47, at 154. 
53. Remarks of Sen. Jocelyn Newman, Launceston Shadow Minister of Defence, HOBART 
MERCURY, Jan. 10, 1995 (debate on sea rescue). 
54. Id. 
55. Tauman, supra note 35, at 470. 
56. Id. 
57. Id. 
58. Allen, supra note 47, at 154. 
59. International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue, Apr. 27, 1979, T.I.A.S. No. 
11093. 
60. INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION, supra note 39, at 
<http://www.imo.orglConventionslmainframe.asp?topic_id=247>. 
61. Tauman, supra note 35, at 470. 
62. INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION, International Convention on Maritime Search 
and Rescue. 1979. lNTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION HOMEPAGE, Aug. 17, 2005, 
<http://www.imo.orglConventionslcontents.asp?doc_id=653&topic_id=257>. 
9
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for [their] initial medical or other needs, and deliver them to a place of 
safety. "'63 Here, the obligation to rescue is again placed on coastal 
States, rather than ships.64 
Although the duty for coastal states to perform search and rescue 
operations is incorporated in both the LOSC and SOLAS, prior 
to the SAR convention, there was no international system that 
governed the implementation of search and rescue operations. 
This led to uneven results, with some areas that provided prompt 
and thorough operations and others where there were no search 
and rescue services at all. Each country coordinated its own ser-
vices, and standards and resources varied.65 
The SAR convention matches a coastal State's duty of rescue with pro-
cedural requirements necessary to adequately perform that duty.66 Party 
States must provide efficient search and rescue services for anyone in 
distress in their coastal waters,67 regardless of national origin or circum-
stances.68 Further, the SAR Convention encourages party States to enter 
into search and rescue agreements with neighboring States to: (1) estab-
lish search and rescue regions; (2) pool facilities; (3) establish common 
procedures; (4) provide adequate training; and (5) promote cooperative 
effort.69 Finally, the SAR Convention mandates its signatories to estab-
lish ship reporting systems, where ships must report their positions to a 
coastal station.70 When the station loses contact with the vessel, its em-
ployment of this system enables a more rapid response.71 
Following the SAR Convention's adoption, the International Maritime 
Organization's (IMO) Maritime Safety Committee divided the oceans 
into thirteen search and rescue areas.72 The States in each of these areas 
have delimited search and rescue regions for which they have responsi-
63. Allen, supra note 47, at 153 (citing International Convention on Maritime Search and 
Rescue, supra note 59). 
64. [d. 
65. Tauman, supra note 35, at 471 (emphasis added). The technical requirements of the SAR 
Convention are enumerated in an Annex. INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION, supra note 
62, at <http://www.imo.orgiConventions/contents.asp?doc_id=653&topic_id=257>. 
66. INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION, supra note 62, at 
<http://www.imo.orgiConventionslcontents.asp?doc_id=653&topic_id=257>. 
67. [d. 
68. Tauman, supra note 35, at 471. 
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bility.73 Hence, the SAR Convention, like SOLAS, UNCLOS and the 
International Convention on Salvage, has done much to impose a duty to 
rescue lives in distress at sea. 
C. ANALYZING THE DUTY TO RESCUE LIVES IN DANGER AT SEA 
International conventions make one thing certain - there is a duty to save 
lives in danger at sea. But who exactly has what duty? Quite simply, 
everyone and every State or vessel that can reasonably be expected to 
assist those in need of rescue must do so. "Conventions are the clearest 
expressions of the legal right and duties of states."74 The afore-
mentioned conventions do just that - clearly express the legal rights and 
duties of the party States. 
More specifically, a flag State, the State under which a particular ship 
sails, is responsible for enforcing the duties to rescue pursuant to 
UNCLOS, SOLAS and the SAR Convention.75 Pursuant to Article 92 of 
UNCLOS, the flag State also has exclusive jurisdiction over its ships as 
they sail the high seas.76 As such, the flag State must enforce the duty to 
rescue, and if a shipmaster fails to act according to this duty, the flag 
State must implement appropriate penalties.77 Additionally, the flag 
State must ensure that ships are equipped and constructed per the safety 
requirements of SOLAS.78 
The principle of territoriality provides a flag State with jurisdiction over 
a vessel flying its flag at sea.79 This principle is based on the "legal fic-
tion" that a vessel is an extension of the territory of the State whose flag 
it flies.80 Article 92(1) of UNCLOS incorporates the territoriality princi-
ple as follows: 
Ships shall sail under the flag of one State only and, save in ex-
ceptional cases expressly provided for in international treaties or 
in this Convention, shall be subject to its exclusive jurisdiction 
on the high seas. A ship may not change its flag during a voyage 
73. Id. 
74. Tauman, supra note 35, at 479. 
75. Id. at 480. 
76. Id. (citing United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, supra note 35, art. 92). 
77. Id. at 473. 
78. International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, supra note 49, at ch. 5. 
79. Martin Davies, Obligations and Implications for Ships Encountering Persons in Need of 
Assistance at Sea, 12 PAC. RIM. L & POL'y J. 109, 117 (2003). 
80. Id. 
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or while in a port of call, save in the case of a real transfer of 
ownership or change ofregistry.81 
Consistent with Article 92(1), Article 98, the duty to assist, is addressed 
only to flag States.82 
Coastal States, on the other hand, have their own separate duties of res-
cue imposed by the conventions. In addition to the afore-mentioned 
search and rescue requirements of the SAR Convention,83 Article 98(2) 
of UNCLOS commands every coastal State to operate and maintain an 
effective search and rescue system.84 Further, SOLAS requires signato-
ries to monitor their territorial waters and to rescue persons in distress 
found within them.8S However, SOLAS "explicitly provides that coastal 
states may maintain control over which ships are admitted to their ports" 
and territorial waters,86 a right that has already met conflict with safety 
and rescue provisions.87 
Finally, the duty of individual vessels to rescue life at sea cannot rea-
sonably be questioned. It is "one of the 'traditional hallmarks of the law 
of the sea,'" arising under customary intemationallaw.88 Admittedly, the 
common law of many States, with the United States being no exception, 
"does not impose liability for failing to act the Good Samaritan."89 How-
ever, many States, America included, have ratified SOLAS, the SAR 
Convention and the International Convention on Salvage.90 With each 
convention serving more or less as a multilateral contract, each contract-
ing government is bound by the terms of that contract. Therefore, in 
terms of life salvage, each contracting government must honor its obliga-
81. United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, supra note 35, at art. 92(1). 
82. Davies, supra note 79, at 117. 
83. Supra pt. I. 
84. United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, supra note 35, at art. 98(2). 
85. International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, supra note 49, at ch. 5. 
86. Tauman, supra note 35, at 488. 
87. Australia, the coastal State involved, refused to allow the MN Tampa, a Norwegian vessel 
that Australia had contacted to rescue a ship in distress later learned to be carrying over 400 passen-
gers (over 400 Afghan asylum seekers and an Indonesian crew of six), into territorial waters. [d. at 
463-64. Fearing the passengers in need of medical assistance, the Tampa's captain entered Austra-
lian waters for assistance, where the Tampa was boarded by the Australian armed forces and com-
manded to leave Australian waters. [d. at 464-65. As such, Australia disregarded various safety 
provisions of SOLAS in favor of enforcing its right to exclude ships from its ports. [d. at 488. 
88. Taurnan, supra note 35, at 473 (citing Bernard H. Oxman, Chapter 4 Question of Ocean 
Law: Anicle: Human Rights and the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, 36 COLUM. 
1.TRANSNAT'L L. 399, 414 (1997». 
89. Long, supra note 32, at 596. 
90. INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION, supra note 39, at 
<http://www.imo.orglinciudeslblastDataOnly.asp/data_id=126>. The United States is not a party to 
UNCLOS. Davies, supra note 79. at 127. 
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tion to compel masters of vessels bearing its flag "to render assistance to 
any person in danger of being lost at sea."91 
Thus, with an established contractual duty to rescue that is also well 
founded in customary international law,92 the rescue of persons at sea 
should be a no-brainer. If someone is in danger, anyone who can assist 
must do so. In reality, the decision to rescue is often concerned more 
with financial and political factors, rather than adherence to any treaties 
one's flag State may have signed or any moral obligations one may 
have.93 So with a clearly established duty of rescue in place, why do 
vessels and States feel free to ignore this duty? Two words - No En-
forcement. The reasons for this notion are explored further in Parts ill 
and V of this comment. 
n. INTERNATIONAL LAW AND THE AMERICAN 
DISCREPANCY 
A. AMERICAN SALVAGE LAW, GENERALLY 
In the United States, life salvage is primarily the realm of the federal 
courts. 94 "Under settled principles of admiralty jurisdiction, the federal 
district courts have subject matter jurisdiction in cases involving marine 
salvage."95 More specifically, "[c]laims for life salvage (that is to say, 
claims for services rendered in the saving of lives on navigable waters) 
traditionally are heard by district courts sitting in admiralty."96 Every 
American owned vessel upon the high seas falls under the umbrella of 
American admiralty jurisdiction.97 
Under the common law, a salvage suit was a proceeding against the 
property salved, in rem jurisdiction.98 Legislation, however, gave rise to 
a right of reward, as well as a maritime lien against salved property.99 "It 
is well settled that a salvor's remedy in personam is not confined to the 
legal ownership of the property, but extends to one who has a direct pe-
91. International Convention on Salvage, supra note 36, at art. 10. 
92. Tauman, supra note 35, at 479. 
93. See generally Davies, supra note 79, at 110-12. 
94. THOMAS J. SCHOENBAUM, ADMIRALTY AND MARITIME LAW 832 (4th ed. 2004); see also 
46 U.S.C. Appx §§ 741-52, 781-90 (2005). 
95. SCHOENBAUM, supra note 94, at 832. 
96. Roane v. Greenwich Swim Comm., 330 F. Supp. 2d 306, 314 (S.D.N.Y. 2004). 
97. Davies, supra note 79, at 130-31. 
98. Long. supra note 32. at 602. 
99. SCHOENBAUM, supra note 94, at 832. 
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cuniary interest in its preservation."loo As such, courts can exercise both 
in rem and in personam jurisdiction where appropriate. 101 
To bring a successful claim for salvage in American courts, three ele-
ments must be met: 
(1) there must be a marine peril placing the property at risk of 
loss, destruction, or deterioration; 
(2) the salvage service must be voluntarily rendered and not re-
quired by an existing duty or by special contract; and 
(3) the salvage efforts must be successful, in whole or in part. 102 
For the first element, marine peril, a court must determine whether the 
vessel was in danger of being destroyed or damaged when salved. lo3 ''To 
constitute a marine peril, the danger need not be imminent or actual; all 
that is necessary is a reasonable apprehension of peril."l04 However, if a 
vessel has managed to control its own situation, no marine peril exists.105 
Second, a salvor must voluntarily render his or her services, meaning no 
legal duty to salvage exists.106 As the international conventions discussed 
in Part I prove, a duty to rescue lives in danger at sea exists, but there is 
no legal duty to save property lO7 - an ill-founded excuse, perhaps, for the 
American salvage compensation scheme.108 The salvor must act without 
contract (although contracts for salvage are commonplace and enforced 
pursuant to contract law), although his or her motive for salvage is ir-
relevant. I09 Further, salvage cannot be part of the salvor's job description 
or duties, excepting professional salvors; a crew member or passenger of 
the salved vessel would not qualify as a salvor under nearly all circum-
stances. 110 Also, the Coast Guard cannot claim reward for the perform-
100. The G.L. 40 v. Grain Transit Corp., 66 F.2d 764, 766 (2d Cir. 1933). 
10l. SCHOENBAUM, supra note 94, at 832-33; see also In re Yarnashita-Shinnihon Kisen, 305 
F. Supp. 796, 801 (D. Or. 1969); United States v. Cornell Steamboat Co., 202 U.S. 184,194 (1906). 
102. [d. at 833; The Sabine, 101 U.S. 384, 384 (1879); Markakis v. SIS Volendam, 486 F. Supp. 
1103, 1106 (S.D.N.Y. 1980). 
103. Burstein, supra note 12, at 310. 
104. SCHOENBAUM, supra note 94, at 833; The Sandringham, 10 F. 556 (E.D. Va. 1882); B.V. 
Bureau Wijsmuller v. United States, 702 F.2d 333 (2d Cir. 1983); McNabb v. O.S. Bowfin, 565 F. 
Supp. 22 (W.D. Wash. 1983). 
105. Smith, supra note 15, at <hup:/Iwww.mikkelborg.comlfileslsalvage.pdf>. 
106. SCHOENBAUM, supra note 94, at 834. 
107. See supra pt. I. 
108. Discussed further infra pt. m. American salvage law is full of contradictions, especially as 
to whether or not there is a duty to rescue lives at sea. Result-oriented adjudication? 
109. SCHOENBAUM, supra note 94, at 834. 
110. d' Angelo, supra note 24, at <http://members.aol.comldangelaw/admir9.html>. 
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ance of its ordinary duties of answering the distress calls of those at 
sea. III The Coast Guard and other such professionals are not completely 
out of luck, however.ll2 "A salvage claim may prevail where the salvage 
service is rendered outside the normal scope of employment."ll3 
In summation, just about anybody can be a salvor. Even the U.S. Navy 
can salvage property (and lives) at sea, since salvage is not part of the 
navy's general obligationsY4 Since salvage can be a lucrative business, 
several American corporations serve as salvors.ll5 Further, when a vessel 
salves property, all members of the crew of the salving vessel are entitled 
to a reward. 1l6 Courts are reluctant to enforce contracts that waive a crew 
member's right to a salvage award. ll7 Also, the salving vessel's owner 
need not participate in the salvage service personally to receive part of 
the salvage award.118 
Finally, in salvage law, a "no cure, no pay" rule prevails. ll9 This basi-
cally means that if a salvor saves nothing, he or she gets nothing, despite 
best efforts. 12o This is where American salvage law becomes tricky. If 
one only saves lives, how much is each life worth? Unfortunately, as 
this comment will show, American salvage law says life is worthless. 
And all would-be salvors out there, combing the oceans for a chance to 
rescue some ill-fated cargo from the darkness of the ocean depths, do not 
think that every sinking vessel is salvageable. 
Salvage cannot be forced upon an owner or his agent in posses-
sion of the vessel; a salvor who acts without the express or im-
plied consent of the owner is a "gratuitous intermeddler," who is 
not entitled to any salvage award. If the vessel is a derelict, 
Ill. SCHOENBAUM, supra note 94, at 834, 837. 
112. Burstein, supra note 12, at 310. 
1l3. Id. 
114. SCHOENBAUM, supra note 94, at 837. 
115. /d. at 836. 
116. See Alex L. Parks, Admiralty Law Institute: Symposium on American and International 
Maritime Law: Comparative Aspects of Current Importance: The 1910 Brussels Convention. the 
United States Salvage Act of 1912, and Arbitration of Salvage Cases in the United States, 57 TvL. L. 
REv. 1457, 1466-70 (1983). 
117. Conekin v. Lockwood, 231 F. 541 (E.D.S.C. 1916); Rivers v. Lockwood, 239 F. 380 
(B.D.S.C. 1917); The Cetewayo, 9 F. 717 (B.D.N.Y. 1881). Even a "scullion in the galley peeling 
potatoes while the actual salvage work is going on" is entitled to any salvage award obtained. The 
Centurion, 5 F. Cas. 369 (D. Me. 1839). 
118. Saint Paul Marine Transp. Corp. v. Cerro Sales Corp., 505 F.2d I Il5, 1117-18 (9th Cir. 
1974). 
119. Burstein, supra note 12, at 310. 
120. Id. 
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however, abandoned by her master and crew, she can be sal-
vaged without consent. 121 
Further, only "marine property" is subject to salvage. 122 This term, how-
ever, has been defined so broadly that it now encompasses just about 
everything that began on land and is now floating or sinking in the wa-
ter. 123 Simply, it must be on the water or on a reef or beach. 124 
Property that can be claimed as salvage is determined in terms of juris-
diction. 125 "[W]hatever of value found in or upon navigable waters that is 
property within admiralty jurisdiction is subject to the law of salvage."126 
Although human life is certainly not "marine property," is not an award 
for the rescue of lives more appropriate? Ironically, in the times of slav-
ery, one could receive a reward for the salvage of a slave, since slaves 
were considered property.127 The United States abolished slavery.128 
Why can't it abolish its prohibitions on rewards for pure life salvage? 
It can, and the methods for doing so lie amidst the interplay of American-
signed, international conventions and the municipal laws of the United 
States. "In the United States, the law applicable to marine salvage is the 
general maritime law, including relevant treaties, statutes, and interna-
tional obligations."129 As a declaration of international maritime consen-
sus, a treaty needs no legislative implementation. l3O The U.S. Constitu-
tion provides: 
This Constitution, and the laws of the United States which shall 
be made in Pursuance thereof; and all treaties made, or which 
shall be made, under the Authority of the United States, shall be 
the supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every State 
shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of 
any State to the Contrary notwithstanding. 131 
121. SCHOENBAUM, supra note 94, at 835 (citing Bonifay v. The Paraponi, 145 F. Supp. 879 
(E.D. Va. 1956)). 
122. Burstein, supra note 12, at 310. 
123. SCHOENBAUM, supra note 94, at 836. 
124. d' Angelo, supra note 24, at <http://members.aol.comldangelaw/admiI9.html>. 
125. SCHOENBAUM, supra note 94, at 836. 
126. [d. 
127. Burstein, supra note 12, at 317. 
128. U.S. CONST. amend. XIII, § I. 
129. SCHOENBAUM, supra note 94, at 832. 
130. Warshauer v. Lloyd Sabaudo SA, 71 F.2d 146, 148 (2d Cir. 1934), cen. denied, 293 U.S. 
610 (1934). 
131. U.S. CONST. an. VL § 1, cl. 2 (emphasis added). 
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Further, the general maritime law of salvage is often considered part of 
the jus gentium, or customary international law. 132 "[A] claim for salvage 
in an American court arises out of the jus gentium and does not depend 
on the local laws of particular countries."133 However, in its American 
beginnings, "[l]ife salvage, unlike jus gentium or traditional property 
salvage, [was] a statutory creation."134 The duty to rescue lives at sea is 
so universally recognized that if it were not customary international law 
prior to the Brussels convention, it certainly became so afterwards. So if 
the constitution, laws, treaties and customary international law that binds 
the United States impose a duty to rescue lives in danger at sea, then 
American maritime law must embrace this duty wholeheartedly and en-
force it with all of its might, true? 
Not quite. As stated in Part I of this comment, American common law 
did not impose a duty to rescue lives in danger at sea. 135 Not surpris-
ingly, American common law dealing with salvage significantly resem-
bles that of England. 136 The two States often relied on each other's 
judgments when deciding salvage cases.137 Sadly, the United States and 
Britain chose different paths when it came time for each to pass its own 
legislation regarding salvage, and particularly life salvage, with England 
taking the road less traveled. 138 But as will be discussed in the conclu-
sion of this comment, the path England chose may have since become 
paved by followers, with other countries adopting some variant of Eng-
lish municipal salvage law. The United States, however, followed the 
same old and beaten path - a path worn by redundant and ineffective 
salvage law. 
One early case, The Emblem, could not make this truth more apparent. 139 
In 1840, a schooner named Emblem was struck by a harsh squall, knock-
ing her on her beam-ends. 140 The eleven people on board had to strap 
themselves to the vessel to avoid being lost at sea. 141 After eight hours, 
the mast broke and the boat righted. 142 The Emblem then wallowed in the 






Sobonis v. Steam Tanker Nat'J Defender, 298 F. Supp. 63J, 635 (S.D.N.Y. 1969). 
Ta Chi Navigation Corp. S.A. v. M.V. Eurypylus, 583 F. Supp. 1322, 1328 (S.D.N.Y. 
135. Supra note 87. 
136. Burstein, supra note 12, at 317. 
137. [d. 
138. [d. See generally Robert Frost, Road Less Traveled, available at 
<http://www.geocities.comIParislLeftBankl2940/frost8.html>. 
139. The Emblem, 8 F. Cas. 611 (D. Me. 1840). 
140. Long, supra note 32, at 592. 
141. Burstein, supra note 12, at 317. 
142. Long, supra note 32, at 592. 
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waves, until another ship, the Charles Miller, came to her rescue. 143 This 
was four days later. l44 Only four survived. 145 
What is most tragic about this case is that it all took place within 
sight of land in one of the busiest shipping lanes in the country. 
While the crew and the passengers of the Emblem suffered, ships 
constantly passed within sight. Mrs. Judah [a survivor] saw five 
vessels pass them on the first day, and seven on the second; and 
was informed by one of the crew, that twenty-three, in all, were 
in sight, at different times, from the wreck ... Some of them came 
so near, that the persons on board could be plainly and distinctly 
seen ... 
Not one came to their relief. l46 
The Charles Miller later returned to the wreck site to salvage some prop-
erty and subsequently brought a salvage claim.147 The Charles Miller 
was the only ship of twenty-four to do the right thing. However, the 
judge adhered to American common law, stating that a court of admiralty 
lacked the authority to reward the mere saving of life.148 After all, "sav-
ing life [is] a duty of humanity, not to be rewarded financially."149 In-
stead, courts should save their rewards for the salvage of more important 
things than life, like cargo and goods. 
Undoubtedly, the callous behavior of the twenty-three passer-bys shocks 
the conscience. Admittedly, contemporaneous admiralty law and com-
mon law lacked a duty to rescue. But is it really good public policy to 
allow a ship to ignore the cries of another vessel in distress? One com-
mentator answers with his own questions: 
[D]o we feel comfortable holding someone criminally or civilly 
liable for not coming to the aid of one in need? Can we imprison 
someone for not being a Good Samaritan?150 




146. [d. at 592-93. 
147. Burstein, supra note 12, at 317. 
148. [d. at 317-18. 
149. [d. at 318. 
150. Long, supra note 32, at 593. 
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B. AMERICAN STATUTORY SALVAGE LAW 
"It is generally assumed, however, that a treaty creating an international 
crime could not itself become part of the criminal law of the United 
States, but would require Congress to enact an appropriate statute before 
an individual could be tried or punished for the offense."151 Conse-
quently, Congress passed the Salvage Act and the Standby Act. 152 
At first glance, American life salvage statutes appear to mirror interna-
tional salvage law. Title 46, United States Code section 2304, stating the 
duty to rescue lives at sea, takes its language directly from the Brussels 
Convention: 
(a) A master or individual in charge of a vessel shall render assis-
tance to any individual found at sea in danger of being lost, so 
far as the master or individual in charge can do so without seri-
ous danger to the master's or individual's vessel or individuals 
on board. 
(b) A master or individual violating this section shall be fined not 
more than $1,000, imprisoned for not more than 2 years, or 
both.153 
More commonly referring to the above statute as the Salvage Act, Con-
gress enacted this legislation in 1912 to fulfill the obligations imposed on 
the United States by the Brussels Convention. 154 
The Brussels Salvage Convention of 1910 was signed by 25 na-
tions, including the United States and England, and was designed 
to unify the life salvage rules. The Convention went through 
several drafts before producing a treaty that made little change in 
Anglo-American rules of property salvage, but had a profound 
effect - largely not the one intended - on the American law of 
life salvage. 15s 
The subcommittee drafting the treaty noted that the text was flexible, 
with each nation free to give life salvors greater rights. 156 As Part ill of 
151. Davies, supra note 79, at 129. 
152. Jd. 
153. 46 U.S.C. § 2304(a)-(b) (2000). 
154. d' Angelo, supra note 24, at <http://members.aol.comldangelaw/admiI9.html>. 
155. Steven F. FriedeU, Compensation and Reward for Saving Life at Sea, 77 MICH. L. REv. 
1218, 1240-43 (1979). 
156. Jd. at 1244. 
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this comment discusses, however, "Congress and the courts have ignored 
the freedom that the 1910 treaty left them. Instead, they narrowly inter-
preted the treaty's life salvage provision"157 - an interpretation .that does 
not coincide with the laws of a modem international community. 
The Salvage Act, however, did add some bite to the Convention's bark. 
The act lists potential penalties for breach of the duty to rescue. 158 Al-
though a financial penalty of $1,000 and/or two years in prison may be a 
bit lenient considering the possible repercussions of failing to rescue a 
life in danger at sea, section 2304(b), at the very least, offers a concrete 
criminal sanction for a shipmaster's nonfeasance.159 For the most part, 
the international conventions are silent as to sanctions, leaving States to 
promulgate their own penalties.160 . 
A compatriot to the Salvage Act, the Standby Act defines a master's duty 
when his vessel is involved in a collision with another ship at sea.161 The 
Standby Act provides: 
(a) The master or individual in charge of a vessel involved in a 





(1) render necessary assistance to each individual af-
fected to save that affected individual from danger 
caused by the marine casualty, so far as the master or in-
dividual in charge can do so without serious danger to 
the master's or individual's vessel or to individuals on 
board; and 
(2) give the master's or individual's name and address 
and identification of the vessel to the master or individ-
ual in charge of any other vessel involved in the casu-
alty, to any individual injured, and to the owner of any 
property damaged. 
[d. at 1245. 
46 U.S.c. at § 2304(b). 
[d.; see also Lambros Seaplane Base, Inc. v. The Batory, 215 F.2d 228, 233 (2d Cir. 
160. See e.g., International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, supra note 49, at ch. 5; 
Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules of Law Relating to Assistance and Salvage at Sea, 
art. 12, Sept. 23, 1910, 212 Consol. T.S. 187 ('The High Contracting Parties whose legislation does 
not forbid infringements of the preceding article bind themselves to take or to propose to their pro-
spective legislatures the measures necessary for the prevention of such infringements ... "). 
161. 46 U.S.c. § 2303 (2000). 
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(b) An individual violating this section or a regulation prescribed 
under this section shall be fined not more than $1,000 or impris-
oned for not more than two years. The vessel also is liable in 
rem to the United States Government for the fine. 
(c) An individual complying with subsection (a) of this section 
or gratuitously and in good faith rendering assistance at the scene 
of a marine casualty without objection by an individual assisted, 
is not liable for damages as a result of rendering assistance or for 
an act or omission in providing or arranging salvage, towage, 
medical treatment, or other assistance when the individual acts as 
an ordinary, reasonable, and prudent individual would have acted 
under the circumstances. 162 
107 
In addition to its mimicking of the penalties for Salvage Act violations, 
the Standby Act also makes a vessel liable to the United States for a vio-
lation of its provisions. 163 Further, section (c) provides the standard of 
care for rescue as it pertains to lives in danger at sea, discussed below. 164 
It is important to note that the Standby Act only places a duty upon those 
involved in the collision, although the Salvage Act itself would cover any 
passer-bys.165 Rescuing vessels not involved in the collision are, hence, 
not subject to the Standby Act. l66 One's duty to aid is perhaps even more 
imperative when he or she was involved in the collision.167 Yet, one's 
failure to meet the requirements of the Standby Act is not punishable 
without increased damages. 168 Regardless, both the Salvage Act and the 
Standby Act's provisions are mandatory and affirmative. "Accordingly, 
it can scarcely be argued that life salvage is a voluntary act, as is the case 
with property salvage, nor [do these statutes] require that life salvage be 
voluntary. "169 
Congress has passed other legislation having a direct impact on Ameri-
can life salvage law ... and still other legislation that should. One such 
162. [d. 
163. [d. at § 2303(b). 
164. [d. at § 2303(c). 
165. Lillian E. Kerr v. Publicover, 71 F. Supp. 184, 189 (S.D.N.Y. 1947). 
166. Berg v. Chevron U.S.A., Inc., 759 F.2d 1425 (9th Cir. 1985). 
167. Hunley v. ACE Maritme Corp., 927 F.2d 493 (9th Cir. 1991). 
168. LoVuolo v. Gunning, 925 F.2d 22 (1st Cir. 1991) (finding that a boater's failure to give aid 
that did not affect damages due to the Coast Guard's prompt rescue was not a punishable offense 
under the Standby Act). 
169. Ta Chi Navigation Corp. S.A., 583 F. Supp. at 1328. 
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statute is Title 46, United States Code section 1304(4).110 This statute 
provides that a carrier shall not be liable for property damaged upon its 
own vessel when it attempts to rescue lives or property at sea.17I Further, 
it prohibits such rescue attempts from treatment as a "deviation" from 
performance of a contract or as breach of contract. 172 
What about federal criminal law? Is the Salvage Act the only statute 
applicable criminally to the deliberate failure to rescue lives in danger at 
sea? Maybe not. The only relevant provisions of Title 18 of the United 
States Code that fall within the scope of life salvage and apply within the 
maritime and territorial jurisdiction are: (1) 18 U.S.C. § 1111(b) (mur-
der); (2) 18 U.S.c. § 1112(b) (manslaughter); (3) 18 U.S.C. § 1113 (at-
tempted murder/manslaughter); and (4) 18 U.S.c. § 1115 (making it 
unlawful for anyone employed on a ship to "destroy" the life of any per-
sons by negligence, misconduct, or inattention to his or her duties upon 
the vessel).173 State criminal statues may provide further penalties for the 
failure to attempt rescue.174 
Finally, salvage claims are not eternal. Title 46, United States Code sec-
tion 730 provides a statue of limitations of two years for salvage claims, 
barring special circumstances. I75 The period begins tolling when the sal-
vage is rendered.176 Courts may extend the two-year limitations period 
where it has been impossible to arrest the salved vessel.177 
C. CASE LAW REFORMA nON OF THE SAL V AGE ACT. 
One of the ftrst cases to interpret the Salvage Act was The Annie Lord.178 
The Oliver had rescued the crew of the Annie Lord and towed the ship as 
far into shore as she could.179 The Federal District Court for the District 
of Massachusetts construed the Salvage Act as supporting an award to 
the Oliver, arguably granting an award for life salvage. 180 However, 
since the case involved both life and property salvage, rather than pure 
170. 46 U.S.c. § 1304 (2000). "Any deviation in saving or attempting to save life or property at 
sea, or any reasonable deviation shall not be deemed to be an infringement or breach of this Act or of 
the contract of carriage, and the carrier shall not be liable for any loss or damage resulting there-
from." [d. at § 1304(4). 
171. [d.at§1304(4). 
172. [d. 
173. Davies, supra note 79, at 131. 
174. [d. 
175. 46 U.S.C. Appx. § 730 (2000). 
176. [d.; Tice Towing Line v. James McWilliams Blue Line, 57 F.2d 183 (2d Cir. 1932); 
People of the Living God v. Star Towing Co., 289 F. Supp. 635 (E.D. La. 1968). 
177. Lords Comm'rs v. The James L. Richards, 82 F. Supp. 12 (D. Mass. 1949). 
178. 251 F. 157 (D. Mass. 1917). 
179. Burstein, supra note 12, at 320. 
180. [d. 
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life salvage, courts have since given the case a very narrow reading at the 
expense of pure life salvors. 181 
American progress in the life salvage arena halted soon after The Annie 
Lord. Section 2304(a) of the Salvage Act places the duty of rescue on a 
"master or individual in charge of a vessel." 182 In Warshauer v. Lloyd 
Sabaudo S.A., a plaintiff attempted to seek recovery under section 
2304(a) from a shipowner under a theory of vicarious liability.183 
After quoting Article 11 of the 1910 Convention and Section 728 of the 
Salvage Act,l84 the appeals court declared: 
The appellant contends that the declaration in article 11 that the 
shipowner 'incurs no liability by reason of contravention' of the 
master's obligation to render assistance refers only to criminal 
liability of the owner. .. Unless it was intended to cover civil li-
ability, no reason is apparent for mentioning the shipowner's ex-
emption from liability ... In the United States, imputed crime is 
substantially unknown ... The same principle should be equally 
applicable to the construction of a treaty. Hence if the first sen-
tence of article 11 refers only to a master's public duty, breach of 
which is to be enforced by the criminal law, there was no need to 
express the owner's exemption from responsibility. If, however, 
the master's liability may be civil as well as criminal, then the 
provision referring to the owner serves a purpose and clearly re-
lieves him from civil responsibility.185 
Thus, the Warshauer court effectively took away the deep pockets, mak-
ing civil recovery under the Salvage Act near impossible.186 This author 
does not advocate holding a shipowner criminally liable for a shipmas-
ter's breach, but certainly an owner could be held civilly liable under a 
number of tort or employment law theories?187 The decision did have 
one positive element to it however - it established the Salvage Act as 
valid and binding.188 But for how long? 
181. [d. 
182. 46 U.S.C. at §2304(a). 
183. 71 F.2d 146 (2d Cir. 1934). 
184. 46 U.S.C. § 728 was a predecessor of 46 U.S.C. § 2304. 
185. Parks, supra note 116, at 1471-72 (citing Warshauer, 71 F.2d 146). 
186. See also Gardner v. Nat'l Bulk Carriers, Inc., 190 F. Supp. 143 (E.D. Va, 1960). 
187. Respondeat superior, negligent hiring practices, negligent supervision/instruction, failure 
to ensure employees are adhering to the law, etc. 
188. Long, supra note 32, at 611. 
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Case law has recently undermined the very existence of the Salvage 
Act. 189 In the 1997 case of Korpi v. United States, the United States Dis-
trict Court for the Northern District of California concluded that "[a] 
private party has no affirmative duty to rescue a vessel or persons in dis-
tress."190 To support this view, the court cites to a number of cases from 
other jurisdictions. 191 Certainly some State-organized, search and rescue 
factions have an affirmative duty to rescue those in distress within that 
State's territorial waters pursuant to the SAR Convention.192 In Korpi, 
the party claiming the absence of an affirmative duty to rescue was the 
Coast Guard. 193 Granted, the Coast Guard's original purpose had nothing 
to do with the rescue of lives at sea. 194 But when someone is in trouble in 
U.S waters, who does he or she call? The Coast Guard ignoring a 
sailor's cry of distress is like calling 9-1-1 and being hung up on. 
True, neither the Coast Guard nor individual vessels have an affIrmative 
duty to patrol the waters for the purposes of aiding any boat that mayor 
may not be.in distress in any given area. Given the Salvage Act and the 
international treaties from which it sprouted, vessels must have, at a 
minimum, an affIrmative duty to rescue lives in peril at sea with which 
the vessels come into contact. 195 Unquestionably, the Brussels Conven-
tion and the Salvage Act were designed to make rescue a legal obliga-
tion.196 Is it true that courts, like that in Korpi, have made our law "the 
same as it was in 1908 ... that [t]here is no duty to rescue those in danger 
at sea?,,197 Why are courts so reluctant to impose such an obvious duty to 
rescue? 
Is it because on land, no such duty exists? Or does it? Certainly para-
medics and doctors have an affirmative duty to attempt to save lives. A 
paramedic goes to a person in distress whenever he or she is called. An 
ambulance or a fire engine arrives whenever a life needs rescue. If not 
the Coast Guard, then where are our lifeguards beyond the beaches? 
Who are our paramedics of the sea? 
189. [d. at 623. 
190. 961 F. Supp. 1335, 1346 (N.D. Cal:1997), affd, 145 F.3d 1338 (9th Cir. 1998). 
191. [d. 
192. See INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION, supra note 62, at 
<http://www.imo.orglConventionslcontents.asp?doc_id=653&topic_id=257>. 
193. Korpi, 961 F. Supp. at 1336. 
194. See Wright v. United States, 700 F. Supp. 490 (N.D. Cal. 1988) (Coast Guard is not legally 
responsible for rescuing persons or property at sea). 
195. See 46 U.S.C at § 2304(a). 
196. Long, supra note 32, at 624. 
197. Id. at 624-65. 
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Moreover, despite the [Salvage Act's] lack of ambiguity, courts 
have proved very reluctant to impose this duty on masters or 
their owners. It has not been amended since its passage in 1912. 
Scholars rarely examine it, and it is not enforced. 198 
111 
Again, why the lack of enforcement? The public policy for enforcement 
is obvious and overwhelming. Aside from the fact that it is the humane 
thing to do, rescue at sea generally involves greater risk to both rescuer 
and rescued, greater chance of hardship or death if a fIrst attempt is un-
successful and greater expense to the rescuer.l99 Simply compare a car 
accident on a highway to a boat accident on the high seas. The fIrst often 
has countless bystanders, who can offer assistance or call for it. An am-
bulance will generally arrive promptly. Conversely, a boat accident 
rarely has bystanders, and the odds of rescue being prompt, if at all, are 
somewhat diminished. A duty of rescue mayor may not be appropriate 
on land, but on sea, it is outright necessary.200 
Salvage at sea may and often does call for the performance of 
exciting acts of great bravery to rescue lives or property from the 
jaws of a near and certain doom. But it need not, for the aim of 
salvage is to save. To aid before it is a do-or-die wager with 
high risks, high stakes, and high rewards, assures the greatest 
likelihood of recovery at the least peril. Maritime salvage is not 
reserved for hero alone.201 
Enforcing the Salvage Act and the international conventions to which the 
United States is a party, as well as imposing harsher sanctions for viola-
tions of their provisions, could only assist in limiting breaches of the 
duty to rescue. 
The primary bars to enforcement of the Salvage Act are the circum-
stances surrounding sea rescue: 
Cases examining 46 U.S.c. 2304 are rarely reported. Dead men 
tell no tales. Nor do they sue. Only those castaways who sur-
vive, and who can identify a passing ship, would be able to sue 
the ship's captain for leaving them behind. A decedent's family 
198. [d. at 593. 
199. See e.g Davies, supra note 79. 
200. For a discussion of tort reform imposing restitution for rescuers on land, see Albert, supra 
note 12. 
201. Mississippi Valley Barge Line Co. v. Indian Towing Co., 232 F.2d 750, 755 (5th Cir. 
1956). 
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would have little means of discovering which ships may have 
passed by a loved one.202 
While this may be the unfortunate truth of the matter, it is all the more 
reason to impose harsh sanctions on those found guilty in hopes of deter-
ring future conduct. Otherwise, one is more likely to breach a duty if no 
one else seems to care. 
Theoretically, the duty to rescue can be enforced by civil action or crimi-
nal sanction.203 In practice, however, civil actions are very rare.204 Those 
alleging a breach of the duty to rescue must: (1) survive, (2) identify the 
ship that passed them by, and (3) establish jurisdiction over the shipmas-
ter in the court where the action is commenced.205 The likelihood of 
meeting all three of these criteria is slight. 206 Thus, criminal sanction is a 
better route for providing legal incentive to masters to comply with the 
duty of rescue.207 
Despite the courts' unwillingness to enforce the Salvage Act, they are 
awfully quick to impose liability on one who attempts to save lives at 
sea. Seldom is the salvor held liable for a failure to save.20S However, a 
salvor may be held liable for a rescue attempt when: (1) negligent con-
duct worsens the victim's position or (2) the salvor's conduct is reckless 
or wanton during the rescue, resulting in increased damage, injury or 
death.209 The standard of care is measured in light of the unique circum-
stances of the rescue.2lO It is the standard of a reasonably prudent person 
in similar circumstances.2I1 All salvors, even the Coast Guard, are held 
to this standard of care.212 
Further, a salvor assumes the obligation of taking reasonable care of 
property taken into possession.213 Salvors must use "the same degree of 
diligence in keeping the property placed in their custody that a prudent 
202. Long, supra note 32, at 610. 





208. Grisby, 412 F.2d at 1021. The sometime exception to this rule is gross negligence. Smith, 
supra note 15, at <http://www.mikkelborg.comlfiles/salvage.pdf>. 
209. SCHOENBAUM, supra note 94, at 859; Berg, 759 F.2d 1425. 
210. Korpi, 961 F. Supp. at 1347. 
211. Id. 
212. Kurowsky V. United States, 660 F. Supp. 442 (S.D.N.Y. 1986). 
213. JOHN A. EDGINTON, ET AL., BENEDICT ON ADMIRALTY § 120 (Matthew Bender & Co. 7th 
ed.2004). 
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man ordinarily takes and exercises in keeping his own property."214 They 
can incur liability for damages inflicted upon the salved goods or any 
other property damaged during the salvage operation.215 Any damage to 
salved property due to the rescuer's negligence is offset against the sal-
vage award.216 
For pure life salvage, however, no salvage award can be offset. The 
"'Good Samaritan, once he has entered upon his office, will be treated 
like anyone else' in respect to tort liability."217 In addition, the rescuer of 
life has further duties to those rescued once they are on board.218 On 
ships without medical staff, the master has a duty to bring injured per-
sons to a hospital or the nearest port where medical treatment may be 
obtained.219 
Moreover, survivors of an individual lost at sea can bring an action 
claiming a wrongful act, default or neglect on the part of a life salvor 
who attempts rescue, as well as against those who breach the duty to 
rescue, pursuant to the Death on the High Seas Act.220 The cause of ac-
tion can be based on negligence.221 Thus, a good deed may be punished 
but not rewarded. Does this encourage vessels to adhere to their duty of 
life salvage? If a property salvor and a life salvor can each be held liable 
for negligence in their attempts to rescue, why does only the former 
stand to gain from salvage while the latter can only lose? "Although 
American salvage law has well served the interests of the salvor, the 
owner of the property saved, and their insurers, it has not fared as well in 
protecting human life."222 
m. SAL V AGE COMPENSA nON 
A. SAL V AGE A WARDS - A TWISTED POLICY 
Throughout the previous sections of this comment, this author has al-
luded to the fact that compensation is awarded for property salvage but 
214. See R.M.S. Titanic, Inc. v. Haver, 171 F.3d 943 (4th Cir. 1999); The Mulhouse, 17 F. Cas. 
962,964 (S.D. Aa. 1859). 
215. EDGINTON, supra note 213, at § 123. 
216. Noah's Ark v. Bentley & Felton Corp., 292 F.2d 437, 443 (5th Cir. 1961). 
217. Roane, 330 F. Supp. at 314 (citing GRANT GILMORE & CHARLES L. BLACK, JR., THE LAW 
OF ADMIRALTY 556 (2d ed. 1975)). See e.g., Martinez v. Puerto Rico Marine Mgmt., Inc., 755 F. 
Supp. 1001 (S.D. Ala. 1990). 
218. Lambros Seaplane Base, Inc., 215 F.2d at 233. 
219. The Peninsular & Oriental Stearn Navigation Co. v. Overseas Oil Carriers, Inc., 553 F.2d 
830, 834 (2d Cir. 1977). 
220. Long, supra note 32, at 620. 
221. [d. 
222. Friedell, supra note 27, at 312. 
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not for life salvage. Further, this comment has shown that a duty exists 
to rescue lives at sea, while there is no duty to rescue property. This duty 
to rescue lives, however, is not enforced. As this section will point out, 
the duty to rescue lives is also not encouraged. Rewards for the rescue of 
property are plentiful, while a life salvor "must usually settle for a spiri-
tual rather than material reward."223 Quite simply, property salvors get 
all the riches and glory, while life salvors get a mere pat on the back. A 
life salvor has no claim against the person rescued, the shipowner or any 
other potential source.224 Are American courts really saying that property 
is more valuable than life? Is there truly any logic to the progression of 
salvage compensation in the United States? 
Many policies have emerged in defense of property salvage compensa-
tion. 
The successful salvor receives a generous reward in light of the 
fundamental public policy at the basis of awards of salvage - the 
encouragement of seamen to render prompt service in future 
emergencies. The reward is not mere quantum merujt - that is, 
recompense for work and labor done. "Public policy encourages 
the hardy and adventurous mariner to engage in these laborious 
and sometimes dangerous enterprises, and with a view to with-
draw from him every temptation to embezzlement and dishon-
esty, the law allows him, in case he is successful, a liberal com-
pensation. "225 
In essence, then, courts bribe salvors to do the right thing, quickly and 
greedily. American courts aim to make rewards large enough to discour-
age salvors from helping themselves to property salved.226 Fine. We 
reward property salvors to prevent them from being cheats and swin-
dlers. So why not reward life salvors to prevent them from forsaking 
others to die? 
Another justification for rewarding property salvage is to compensate for 
the expense incurred during a salvage operation.227 To provide salvage, 
maintain all necessary equipment and have a crew ready, often at a mo-
ment's notice, certainly can be a costly proposition to the salvor.228 A 
223. Roane, 330 F. Supp. 2d at 314. 
224. Smith, supra note IS, at <http://www.mikkeIborg.comlfileslsaIvage.pdf>. 
225. Long, supra note 32, at 601 (citing The Blackwall, 77 u.s. 1, 14 (1869)). 
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typical salvage operation entails the rescue and tow of a ship at sea.229 
However, property salvage encompasses a number of situations, such as: 
escorting a distressed ship to a position or port where aid can be ren-
dered; informing a vessel on how to avoid ice floes and other obstruc-
tions, running aground or other dangerous situations; and carrying a mes-
sage resulting in the provision of emergency assistance.23o As long as a 
ship is in danger, nearly all voluntary acts that contribute to the vessel's 
ultimate safety or rescue qualify as acts of salvage.231 The cost to the 
salvor varies greatly depending on the assistance rendered. Surely some 
reward is merited. 
Conversely, is life salvage without its costs to the salvor? American 
courts seem to assume so, or at least give such costs little weight. 
When no property is salvaged, however, the incentive to render 
aid may be sufficient without a reward: the value of the life 
saved will so greatly exceed the costs of rendering aid that altru-
ism will make a monetary incentive unnecessary.232 
In the introduction to this comment, the author discussed the AS-28 Priz, 
a Russian submarine recently in need of rescue.233 What would have 
happened had the submarine been trapped permanently? Would there 
not be great expense incurred in devising a method to extract the Russian 
submariners from their vessel? 
Admittedly, a typical form of life salvage involves the mere extraction of 
persons from a sinking vessel or from the water. This, however, is not 
without its costs. A ship may be called off route to aid in rescue. Mod-
ern commercial vessels generally have small crews and little accommo-
dation space.234 They rarely carry enough extra food and water to pro-
vide for those rescued.235 Thus, any vessel rescuing a large number of 
people will quickly be forced to seek a port for disembarkation.236 This 
deviation may prove costly, delaying the ship's voyage and delivery of 
its cargo.237 Also, the salving vessel may carry perishable goods; the 
delay may cause a loss of the vessel's own cargo. Most importantly, the 
229. d' Angelo, supra note 24, at <http://rnernbers.aol.comJdangelaw/adrnii9.html>. 
230. [d. 
231. [d. 
232. Saul Levrnore, Explaining Restitution, 71 VA. L. REV. 65, 103, n.86 (1985). 
233. See generally Drew & Myers, supra note I. 
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old adage of "time is money" is quite true for commercial vessels.238 A 
large container ship can lose about $20,000 per day while engaged in life 
salvage, depending upon market conditions.239 Further, rescuing lives 
may entail a costly but temporary salvage of the vessel, which is then 
lost. 
A deviation from a commercial route may have other implications. Any 
deviation could make the would-be salvor's insurance policy void.240 As 
discussed in Part ill of this comment, Title 42, United States Code sec-
tion 1304 prohibits one who has contracted with a rescuing vessel to con-
sider a deviation for the purposes of salvage as a breach of contract.24I 
The statute is silent as to insurance policies. In voyage policies, the in-
surer is deemed only to have accepted those risks that are inherent to the 
commercial route of the vesseP42 Any unexpected conduct, even for the 
purposes of rescuing lives or property, may constitute a deviation, void-
ing the policy.243 In addition to being an obvious risk to the life salvor, 
loss of insurance also discourages vessels from both life and property 
salvage. Fortunately, American courts are reluctant to void policies be-
cause of life salvage.244 
Further, what about the costs entailed in search and rescue? Or how 
about expenses incurred to the salvor's property or the costs of man-
power and equipment? Expenses for life salvage are not inconsequential. 
Why are pure life salvors forced to bear these costs, while property sal-
vors are entitled to remuneration? Frankly, it does not make any sense. 
Why not equally tempt would-be life salvors "by the allurements of pe-
cuniary profit, if they can be led by no other, to acts of humanity and 
mercy?"245 
"In a perfect world, the commercial cost of assisting those in danger at 
sea would play no part in the shipmaster's decision about whether to 
obey the legal and moral duty to stop and help."246 But the world is far 
from perfect, and financial implications play an important role in sal-
238. Davies, supra note 79, at 133-34. 
239. [d. at 133. 
240. Long, supra note 32, at 606. 
241. 42 U.S.C. at § 1304(4). 
242. Long, supra note 32, at 606. 
243. [d. 'The standard P & I Club cover indemnifies the member against any direct expenses 
incurred as a result of picking up those in need of assistance at sea, but it does not provide indemnity 
against the implicit cost of delay itself." Davies, supra note 79, at 138. 
244. Long, supra note 32, at 607; see also Bond v. The Cora, 3 F. Cas. 838 (D. Penn. 1807). 
245. The Emblem, 8 F. Cas. at 613. 
246. Davies, supra note 79, at III. 
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vage.247 Without a doubt, salvage awards are useful tools in promoting 
maritime activity.248 "In view of the costs and risks of most salvage ef-
forts, aid would not be forthcoming were it uncompensated and its denial 
unpunished. "249 
For life salvage, this could not be more evident. Consequently, penalties 
for a failure to rescue are unwise without an opportunity for reward, 
since costs alone significantly deter would-be life salvors.25o 
By compelling mariners to assist an endangered vessel at their 
own expense, sanctions would discourage investment in salvage 
equipment and good seamen into avoiding situations where they 
might be called upon to help, even though evasive routes in-
crease shipping expense.251 
The same is easily said for life salvage. It too has its costs and sanctions. 
Thus, the rescuer is left with a commercial decision. Does he "follow the 
prompting of his heart or the prompting of his purse."252 The temptation 
is to save property first and people second.253 
Still other justifications for awarding property salvage are: to encourage 
maritime trade by reducing its hazards, to prevent unjust enrichment and 
to reward good Samaritans. 254 All three of these justifications are war-
ranted, and all three are equally applicable to life salvage. Rewarding 
good Samaritans is quite humanitarian, but it becomes a bit twisted when 
courts only award good Samaritans who do a lesser good by saving an-
other's property and stiffing those who do the greater good and save 
lives. Similarly, if a justification for property salvage awards is a reduc-
tion in the hazards of maritime trade, is not potential drowning one of the 
hazards of maritime trade? There are liabilities and risks associated with 
all trade and all salvage.255 One can live with the potential loss of cargo, 
but it becomes quite difficult to live when water is filling up his or her 
lungs. Simply put, it is ridiculous to apply these justifications for prop-
erty salvage awards, while refusing their application to life salvage. 
247. [d. 




252. Long, supra note 32, at 603. 
253. [d. 
254. Calculating and Allocating Salvage Liability, supra note 248, at 1898. 
255. Hall, supra note 23, at <http://www.boatingsafety.comlsalvage2.htm>. 
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Unjust enrichment, however, poses an interesting dilemma. How does 
one put a price on life? Quite easily, actually. One court, addressing a 
contract claim against a subsequent promise to pay for a rescue on land, 
took the position: 
Any holding that saving a man from death or grievous bodily 
harm is not a material benefit sufficient to uphold a subsequent 
promise to pay for the service, necessarily rests on the assump-
tion that saving life and preservation of the body from harm have 
only a sentimental value. The converse of this is true. Life and 
preservation of the body have material, pecuniary values, meas-
urable in dollars and cents.256 
Why not give life a dollar value? This author does not suggest a court 
literally evaluate how much each saved person's life is worth, but sup-
pose a life salvor were awarded a set amount for each life saved. The 
question, then, would be who should pay these awards? This comment 
strives to answer this question and offers some solutions to the current 
compensatory scheme.257 A quasi-contract exception, like that above, is 
now accepted for life salvage claims, as this comment discusses below. 
The topic of restitution is further addressed in the conclusion of this 
comment. 
It is important to note that this comment does not advocate an elimina-
tion of salvage awards for property salvage. Conversely, the policies for 
property salvage awards enunciated above have merit and continue to 
hold true. However, the omission of awards for pure life salvage, espe-
cially given such policies, is contrary to logic and sound judgment. No 
change is needed in the laws themselves; rather American courts need 
only to conform to the international law that binds them. Adhering to an 
ancient rule that no longer has any rightful place in American salvage 
law is sheer stubbornness. This comment advocates awareness of the 
contracts America has entered into and sensitivity to an evolving interna-
tional regime. 
B. COMPUTING COMPENSATION 
"[A]s admiralty looks at it, the greater the risk, the greater the seafaring 
man's obligation to respond, and the greater the risk, the greater is the 
reward where awards can be made."258 The greatest risk, the loss of life, 
256. Webb v. McGowin, 168 So. 196, 197-98 (Ala. Ct. App. 1935). 
257. See infra Conclusion. 
258. Grisby, 412 F.2d at 1021-22. 
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offers no award for its prevention. But for saving property, admiralty 
law offers a flexible, effective and enforceable award.259 
But how is this award calculated? Generally, an award is proportional to 
the costs and risks salvors incur, limited to a fraction of the value of the 
property salved.260 It bears little relation to the labor exerted on a fixed-
rate basis; rather, it serves as a reward to ensure the safety of property at 
sea.261 And why not? An owner of salved property should be willing to 
pay an amount less than his or her expected loss to preserve the prop-
erty.262 
Further, why should the owner pay anything if the salvor is unsuccess-
ful? If one contracts with another to paint his house, the former would 
not pay the latter if the house were not painted. Similarly, Courts will 
not reward salvage efforts, however meritorious, if property is not ulti-
mately saved.263 
Success has always been both a prerequisite and a limit to sal-
vage awards, both at law and under standard arbitration agree-
ments. One reason for this rule was that salvage suits were 
commonly brought in rem, with the salvor holding a maritime 
lien on the property he had recovered. The amount of his award 
could not exceed the value of the property within the court's ju-
risdiction; therefore, lack of success quite often presaged a vain 
suit. Another justification sometimes advanced was that requir-
ing payment even in the case of failure would be unduly hard on 
the owners of property interests that had been lost. With all that 
they had put at risk resting on the seabed, it may have appeared 
harsh to compel them to pay yet more for salvors' futile ef-
forts. 264 
The principle mandating success as a prerequisite to a salvage award is 
often referred to as the appropriately named "no cure - no pay" rule, and 
it can have costly effects on lives in danger at sea.265 
259. Id. at 1021. 
260. Calculating and Allocating Salvage liabifity:'supra note 248, at 1896. 
261. See e.g., Margate Shipping Co. v. MN LA Orgeron, 143 F.3d 976 (5th Cir. 1998). 
262. Calculating and Allocating Salvage liability, supra note 248, at 1908. 
263. Saint Paul Marine Transp. Corp., 505 F.2d at 1121, n.13. 
264. Calculating and Allocating Salvage liability, supra note 248, at 1911. 
265. Id. at 1913. 
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The "no cure - no pay" rule, in theory, induces a number of results.266 
First, it probably reduces the number of salvage claims, resulting in both 
lower insurance and lower litigation costS.267 Second, the rule eliminates 
the problem of analyzing the skill and efforts of an unsuccessful salvor.268 
If payment were not based on success, the would-be rescuer would likely 
lessen his efforts knowing he or she would be compensated regardless.269 
However, the "no cure - no pay" rule is a tremendous disincentive for 
nonprofessional salvors to offer assistance to a vessel, and even more so 
to persons in risk of being lost at sea.270 
The commander of a commercial vessel, however, who is in a 
position to make an attempt and seldom engages in salvage 
work, would probably be averse to risking his ship or making an 
expensive outlay, because he would lack assurance of an ade-
quate return over time. Compensation for all cost-justified at-
tempts, successes and failures alike, would diminish, if not en-
tirely remove, his hesitation.271 
Compensation for cost-justified attempts would not only diminish hesita-
tion on the part of property salvor, but on that of life salvors, as well. 
Under the current system, if expected benefits do not exceed expected 
costs, as is the case with all pure life salvage, potential salvors may 
abandon the salvage or ignore calls to aid altogether.272 
Additionally, salvage awards must be big enough to encourage salvage 
but small enough to encourage vessel owners to seek assistance.273 A 
salvage award must go beyond a mere measure of restitution, often ex-
ceeding the fair market value of the service rendered.274 Yet, in per-
sonam actions against the owner to collect salvage fees are possible, and 
insurance may open the door to compensation for unsuccessful attempts 
at salvage.275 
266. /d. at 1912. 
267. [d. (referring to William M. Landes & Richard A. Posner, Salvors, Finders, Good Samari-
tans, and Other Rescuers: An Economic Study of Law and Altruism, 7 J. LEGAL STUD. 83, 104 
(1978». 
268. [d. (referring to Landes & Posner, supra note 267, at 104). 
269. [d. (referring tG Landes & Posner, supra note 267, at 104). 
270. [d. 
271. /d. at 1912-13. 
272. [d. at 1906. 
273. See The Veendam, 46 F. 489 (S.D.N.Y. 1891). 
274. Albert, supra note 12, at 112. 
275. Calculating and Allocating Salvage Liability, supra note 248, at 1911. 
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To ensure a salvage award, a maritime lien arises as soon as the salvage 
is rendered.276 The salvor may bring an action in rem against the salved 
property to obtain his or her salvage award.277 The lien arises regardless 
of whether the salvor performed voluntarily or under contract.278 Even if 
a shipowner or master waives the maritime lien through personal contract 
or otherwise, crew members of a nonprofessional, salving vessel may 
still assert a lien for their earned portion of the salvage award.279 How-
ever, a salvor does not obtain title of the salved property.280 In rare cir-
cumstances, the court may award title to the salved property in lieu of 
sale proceeds.281 For abandoned property, if an owner wishes to reclaim 
it, he or she must take it subject to alien. 282 While maritime liens are a 
perfect recourse for the property salvor, a life salvor obviously cannot 
put a lien on those rescued. If compensation were awarded for pure life 
salvage, perhaps those saved would not be the most likely parties from 
which to obtain compensation. 
Salvage awards are largely within the discretion of the court.283 "It goes 
without saying that in passing on the moral worth of a salvage service the 
trial judge is operating on plastic material which he can shape to suit his 
own fancy."284 Not surprisingly, similar cases often produce dissimilar 
results.285 "Guided by their instinct for equity and their personal concep-
tions of the commonweal, judges have invoked a broad array of public 
policies and normative principles in defending their decrees."286 
In computing a salvage award, a court will look to a number of factors, 
including: 
(l) Labor expended by salvors in rendering the salvage services. 
(2) Skill, promptness and energy employed while rendering the 
salvage service. 
276. Nonnan B. Richards, Maritime Liens in Tort. General Average. and Salvage, 47 TvL. L. 
REv. 569, 584 (1973). 
277. Id. at 583. 
278. Id. 
279. Id. 
280. See R.M.S. Titanic, 286 F.3d 194. 
281. Id. In Falgout Brothers. Inc. v. SIV Pangaea. the United States District Court for the 
Southern District of Alabama instead ordered sale of the salved vessel, with all proceeds going to the 
salvor. 966 F. Supp. 1143 (S.D. Ala. 1997). 
282. d' Angelo, supra note 24, at <hup:llmembers.aol.com/dangelaw/admir9.html>. 
283. Burstein, supra note 12, at 311. 
284. GIlMORE & BLACK, supra note 217, at 562. 
285. Calculating and Allocating Salvage Liability, supra note 248, at 1896. 
286. Id. 
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(3) Risk incurred by the salvors. 
(4) Value of the salved property. 
(5) Degree of danger facing the property. 
(6) Value of the salvor's property and the danger to which it was 
exposed.287 
Basically, courts weigh the benefit conferred upon the owner with the 
risks involved in the salvage operation.288 Although standard criteria, the 
above factors are somewhat incomplete, neglecting such expenses as fuel 
and diversion costs and the opportunity cost of undertaking a rescue.289 
Conveniently, these left-out costs equally justify an award for pure life 
salvage. The award, however, should never exceed the value of the 
property salved.290 
These guidelines have controlled salvage awards for more than a cen-
tury.291 It is interesting to note that the International Convention on Sal-
vage incorporates these guidelines, but with one substantial modi fica-
tion.292 Article 13(l)(e), discussing one criteria for assessing salvage 
awards, incorporates, "the skill and efforts of the salvors in salving the 
vessel, other property and life."293 Is this evidence of a progression in 
life salvage law or a statement of international consensus as to an already 
existing custom to award for life salvage? 
C. THE LIFE-PROPERTY SAL V AGE CONUNDRUM 
Throughout this comment, it has been said that pure life salvors, those 
who only save lives at sea, receive no award for their efforts. With very 
few exceptions, this remains true, at least in American courts. However, 
there are other types of life salvors, and over time, American courts and 
one American statute have recognized and awarded their efforts. 
"There are three types of life salvors: the life-property salvor, the pure 
life salvor, and the independent life salvOr."294 First, the life-property 
287. The Blackwall, 77 U.S. at 13-14. See also B.V. Bureau Wijsmuller, 702 F.2d at 339. 
288. Burstein, supra note 12, at 311. 
289. [d. 
290. [d. 
291. Saint Paul Marine Transp. Corp., 505 F.2d at 1120. 
292. International Convention on Salvage, supra note 36, art. 13. 
293. [d. art. 13(l)(e). 
294. Burstein, supra note 12, at 312. 
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salvor, as the name suggests, is one who saves both life and property.295 
Since the salvor has at least contributed to property salvage, courts can 
employ the traditional view denying an award for life salvage, while 
awarding property salvage.296 However, courts may take life salvage into 
account when determining the property salvage award.297 
[A] salvor of human life who has participated in a successful 
property salvage is entitled to a "fair share" of the remuneration 
awarded to the salvor for salving ship or property thereon ... The 
consequence is that the only recourse of a salvor of human life is 
to claim to share in the amount awarded in respect to the prop-
erty salved and special compensation (if any). This is not a prin-
ciple of law which impresses by it inexorable logic. Indeed, al-
though it is a rule of considerable antiquity in the law of salvage, 
it is not the answer which would spring immediately to the lips 
of the reasonable man ... 298 
This begs the question, "What is the life salvor's fair share?" That, like 
most questions regarding salvage awards, remains within the discretion 
of the court. However, it certainly sounds a lot like trial courts will take 
into account moral considerations, as well as economic factors. 299 Courts 
offer two reasons for increasing property salvage awards when the rescue 
of lives is involved: (1) Salvage awards are rewards for good deeds, and 
as such, a court may consider the voluntary good deed of life salvage; 
and (2) "'saving life at sea furthers the general interest of shipowners and 
cargo owners' by reducing the costs that arise from a disaster at sea."300 
Still, the life salvage award is not an additional award but part of the 
property award. 301 Under current precedent, life salvage awards for life-
property salvors are more-or-less negligible, since they constitute "noth-
ing more than a participation by each [salvor] in his own property re-
295. Id. 
296. Id. at 312-13. 
297. Id. at 313. 
298. Donald R. O'May, Admiralty Law Institute: Symposium on American and International 
Maritime Law: Comparative Aspects of Current Importance: lloyd's Form and the Montreal Con-
vention, 57 TlIL. L. REv. 1412, 1435-36 (1983). 
299. d' Angelo, supra note 24, at http://members.aol.comldangelaw/admil9.html; see also 
Lambros Seaplane Base, Inc., 215 F.2d at 233 ("We are not here concerned with a claim for life 
salvage: no such claim is made. However, for its bearing on the claim for property salvage we find 
it necessary to consider Batory's conduct in taking aboard the pilot of the seaplane."); see also The 
Plymouth Rock, 9 F. at 418 ("[W]hen connected with the rescue of property [life salvage] is uni-
formly held to enhance the meritorious character of the service and the consequent remuneration."). 
300. Burstein, supra note 12, at 313 (citing Friede\], supra note 155, at 1223). 
301. Markakis, 486 F. Supp. at 1110. 
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ward."3D2 Why not just make it easier on courts and award compensation 
for life salvage? 
The independent life salvor, one who saves lives while another vessel 
salves property, originally had no claim for salvage in American 
courtS.3D3 However, headway was made in the case of The Mulhouse.304 
In this 1859 case, one ship saved passengers of the Mulhouse while an-
other saved property.3D5 The United States District Court for the South-
em District of Florida held that "if life is saved in connection with prop-
erty, it is proper for the court to take notice of that fact, and increase the 
salvage award accordingly."306 The court further concluded that the life 
saving vessel should be compensated for its efforts, noting that an oppo-
site holding would encourage avarice at the expense of humanity.3D7 
Awarding life salvage in any manner is primarily a product of case law 
in the United States.308 Despite the policy enunciated by The Mulhouse, 
American courts quickly narrowed its ruling.309 However, Congress pre-
vented the independent life salvor from becoming completely shut out of 
salvage awards by enacting the Salvors of Life Act of 1912.310 The stat-
ute currently provides: 
Salvors of human life, who have taken part in the services ren-
dered on the occasion of the accident giving rise to salvage, are 
entitled to a fair share of the payment awarded to the salvor for 
salving the vessel or other property or preventing or minimizing 
damage to the environment.3II 
Reiterating the "fair share" as applicable to independent life salvors, this 
provision is part of both the Brussels Convention312 and the International 
302. In re Yamashita-Shinnihon Kisen, 305 F. Supp. at 800. 
303. Parks, supra note 116, at 1473. 
304. 17 F. Cas. 962. 
305. [d. 
306. /d. at 967. 
307. Id. 
308. Simon W. Tache, The Law of Salvage: Criteria for Compensation of Public Service Ves-
sels, 9 TuL. MAR. L.J. 79, 84 (1984). 
309. See e.g., The George W. Clyde, 80 F. 157 (E.D.N.Y. 1897) (more-or-Iess reestablishing the 
rule that independent life salvors are not entitled to salvage awards). 
310. 46 U.S.C. Appx § 729 (2000). 
311. [d. 
312. Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules of Law Relating to Assistance and Salvage 
at Sea, supra note 160, art. 9. 
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Convention on Salvage.313 Yet, America took a strangely different ap-
proach to life salvage than the international community. 
Courts immediately narrowed the scope of the Salvors of Life Act.314 
First, The Annie Lord, discussed above, awarded a life salvage award.31S 
However, the case involved life-property salvage, not independent life 
salvage.316 Next, The Eastland placed further restrictions on life salvage 
awards.317 Here, the United States District Court for the Northern District 
of illinois ruled that to grant an independent life salvage award, the life 
salvage must be performed "not only in connection with the same acci-
dent, but at about the same time."318 
Another limitation demands that a life salvor must have foregone a real 
opportunity at property salvage in order to save lives.319 Thus, if a life 
salvor could not have realistically participated in property salvage, he or 
she is not entitled to any reward.320 
Finally, in In re Yamashita-Shinnihon Kisen, the United States District 
Court for the District of Oregon made clear that a life salvor has no cause 
of action against beneficiaries of his or her services.321 A life salvor's 
award is incorporated into the total property salvage award.322 Thus, any 
claim for this amount must be filed against the property salvor.323 
As American salvage law exists today, life salvors can only receive com-
pensation for their services if they meet the following conditions: 
(l)Human life is saved. 
(2) Life is in peril or in danger of being lost at sea. 
(3) Life is saved at or about the same time property is saved. 
(4) The life salvor has foregone a realistic opportunity to engage 
in property salvage. 
313. International Convention on Salvage, supra note 36, art. 16, § 2. 
314. Ta Chi Navigation Corp. S.A., 583 F. Supp. at 1329. 
315. 251 F. 157. 
316. Id. 
317. In re St. Joseph-Chi S.S. Co. (The Eastland), 262 F. 535 (N.D. lli. 1919). 
318. GILMORE & BLACK, supra note 217, at 572. 
319. Saint Paul Marine Transp. Corp., 313 F. Supp. 377. 
320. Id. 
321. 305 F. Supp. 796. 
322. Burstein, supra note 12, at 319. 
323. Id. at 320. 
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(5)The life salvor's claim against the property owner or ship is 
successful. 324 
As for the flrst and second elements, case law has actually made it a little 
easier on the life salvOr.325 Those rescued need not be in danger of 
drowning; if they are in danger of death from starvation, exposure or 
other unhappy circumstances, their rescue will merit an award if property 
is also saved.326 However, death must be certain or at least probable; a 
possibility of being lost at sea is insufflcient to obtain a life salvage 
award.327 Some courts have even held the statute inapplicable when the 
property salvage occurred under contract.328 Who said the courts are not 
generous? 
These limitations are not supported by the statute itself, by its 
legislative history, or by the history of the underlying 1910 
treaty. The courts have either ignored or been ignorant of the 
purpose behind the life salvage provision in the 1910 treaty. It 
was intended to provide a floor, not a ceiling, on life salvage re-
covery. The courts have also ignored a 19th century American 
case written by an expert in salvage law that gave life salvors 
additional rights, and they have ignored the record of English 
courts that have refused to place artificial barriers in the way of 
life salvage recovery.329 
Why do courts so stubbornly impose these limitations that not only insult 
a cretin's notions of equity, but contravene the understanding behind 
binding international treaties and the legislative intent behind the Salvage 
Act and the Salvors of Life Act? 
The rationales of the Salvors of Life Act and the conventions from which 
it spawned are simple - to place life salvage on par with property salvage 
and to encourage salvors to save life, as well as property.330 The goal of 
the act is "to prevent salvors from giving priority to property over 
life."331 Since the statute's enactment, courts have done everything in 
324. Tache, supra note 308, at 85. 
325. See e.g., The Annie Lord, 251 F. 157. 
326. Id. 
327. See e.g., The Gerberviller, 34 F.2d 825 (D. Mass. 1929) (life salvage was denied where a 
life salvor rescued the crew of a ship that had a disabled steam pump and the ship was towed to 
port). 
328. In re Yarnashita-Shinnihon Kisen. 305 F. Supp. 796. 
329. FriedeU, supra note 27, at 313 (The American case to which Professor Frieden refers is 
The Mulhouse, 17 F. Cas. 962). 
330. The Admiral Evans, 286 F. 442 (D. Wash. 1923). 
331. Tache, supra note 308, at 83 (emphasis added). 
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their power to hinder or limit the realization of this goal. Is it time for 
American salvage courts to uphold the law? 
Conversely, the rationales for limiting the scope of the Salvage Act and 
Salvors of Life Act leave something to be desired. Although courts rec-
ognize that "the preservation of human life is a much higher service than 
the rescuing from destruction of any property however valuable, and 
deserves the most ample reward for the risk and labour undergone in 
performance of the service," courts fail to act upon this recognition.332 
One excuse given for this obvious hypocrisy is the nature of salvage pro-
ceedings.333 With generally in rem proceedings, how can one have a sal-
vage claim without property to arrest?334 A life salvor cannot place a lien 
against lives saved, nor can he or she place a lien on salved property by 
virtue of having saved lives.335 As will be discussed in.the Conclusion of 
this comment, restitutionary principles and the doctrine of unjust enrich-
ment, along with in personam jurisdiction, blow this ship out of the wa-
ter, so to speak. 
Another excuse for limiting or denying life salvage is the notion that one 
cannot put a value on human life.336 Why not? As discussed, America 
has already given a dollar and cents value to various human lives in re-
gards to slavery. Surely, a similar valuation scheme is inappropriate, but 
how about an arbitrary set value for all lives? 
Opponents of life salvage awards also argue that remuneration for life 
rescue would "weaken the overwhelming humanitarian obligation felt by 
seaman everywhere."337 Also, "when lives are on the line, people need 
less encouragement to act.338 Would the moral duty to save lives truly be 
diluted by the possibility of remuneration for salvage efforts, while, at 
the same time, awards for property salvage encourage salvors?339 Should 
we really award property salvors over life salvors because the former is 
less prone to act? The arguments are laughable, and it is current law that 
best discourages life salvors in the numerous, afore-mentioned ways. 
When weighed against the need to encourage quick and effective life 
salvage, and when weighed against the immeasurable value of human 
332. DAVID W. STEEL & FRANCIS D. ROSE, KENNEDY'S LAW OF SALVAGE 102 (5th ed. 1985) 
(citing The Johannes, Lush. 182, 187 (1860». 
333. Albert, supra note 12, at 113. 
334. Burstein, supra note 12, at 313. 
335. [d. at 331. 
336. [d. 
337. O'May, supra note 298, at 1436. 
338. Burstein, supra note 12, at 330. 
339. O'May, supra note 298. at 1436. 
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life, these arguments simply cannot hold water. Like a ship in a wreck, 
the opposition's claims are full of holes. 
D. PENINSUlAR, RESTITUTION, AND HOPE FOR THE FuTuRE? 
In 1977, the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit of-
fered hope to life salvors - a first, but only, step towards breaking the 
age-old barrier against life salvage awards.340 In The Peninsular & Ori-
ental Steam Navigation Co. v. Overseas Oil Carriers, Inc. (hereafter 
Peninsular), William Turpin, a sailor on the Overseas Progress, suffered 
a heart attack mid-voyage, while the ship sailed the Atlantic Ocean.34\ 
The ship's resources were inadequate to handle Turpin's worsening con-
dition, so its captain sent out a radio message to all ships in the vicinity 
asking for help.342 Three ships responded, and one, a British ship named 
the Canberra, quickly escorted Turpin to land for medical treatment.343 
The Canberra traveled at an increased velocity of 25 knots, much faster 
than the Overseas Progress could travel, and went 232 miles off-course 
in order to save Turpin.344 Despite the diversion, the Canberra reached 
her original destination in less than three hours behind schedule.345 
During communications with the Overseas Progress, the captain of the 
Canberra informed the Progress' captain that he may look to the ship's 
owner for "reimbursement of diversion costs, medical and out of pocket 
expenses."346 The captains both signed a letter reiterating the likelihood 
that the Canberra's owner would seek reimbursement.347 While on board 
the Canberra, Turpin received medical care from the ship's surgeon, 
accommodation and nursing.348 Further, the Canberra exhumed consid-
erably more fuel due to the diversion and excessive speed.349 Overseas 
Oil Carriers (Overseas), the owner of the Progress and the defendant in 
this action, paid $248.00 to the Canberra's surgeon.350 The plaintiff and 
owner of the Canberra, Peninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation Com-
340. The Peninsular & Oriental Stearn Navigation Co., 553 F.2d 830. 
341. [d. at 832. 
342. [d. 
343. [d. 
344. [d. at 832-33. 
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pany (Peninsular), asked for $12,108.95.351 Overseas refused to pay, and 
Peninsular brought suit.352 
In a surprisingly refreshing decision, the Second Circuit awarded restitu-
tion for fuel costs to the Canberra under a theory of quasi-contract: 
Although the law ordinarily frowns on the claims of a "mere 
volunteer," there is a class of cases where it is imperative that a 
duty be performed swiftly and efficiently for the protection of 
the public or an innocent third party, in which a "good Samari-
tan" who voluntarily intervenes to perform the duty may receive 
restitution for his services. This rule has become crystallized in 
the doctrine that performance of another's duty to a third person, 
if rendered by one qualified to provide such services with intent 
to charge for them, is a ground for recovery in quasi-contract. 
This principle is limited to cases where the services are immedi-
ately necessary to prevent injury or suffering.353 
Under the admiralty doctrine of maintenance and cure, the owner of the 
Progress had a duty to provide Turpin with swift medical care.354 The 
Progress requested help in order to meet this duty, and the Canberra 
provided it.355 As such, a quasi-contract was formed, entitling Peninsular 
to reimbursement for the costs of its ship's excursion.356 Although the 
court did not award a reward for life salvage, it did award restitution.357 
Life salvors may not profit from the court's analysis, but at least, in some 
circumstances, they can cover their expenses. 
Under the rule of Peninsular, a life salvor may recover where (1) its as-
sistance was requested and (2) the salvor performed a duty owed by the 
other vessel to third parties, such as caring for sick passengers and 
crew.358 Strangely, the rule of Peninsular extends beyond principles of 
property salvage in one sense - a life salvor may be able to recover ex-
penses even when unsuccessful. 359 For example, if Turpin had died de-
spite the Canberra's best efforts, the Canberra still should have received 
351. [d. 
352. [d. 
353. [d. at 834. 
354. [d. 
355. [d. at 835. 
356. [d. 
357. [d. 
358. SCHOENBAUM, supra note 94, at 859. 
359. Burstein, supra note 12, at 328. 
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the same judgment. Also, a life salvor may still receive restitution even 
when it has tried and failed at property salvage.360 
However, the Second Circuit's decision is still quite narrow in scope.361 
It can be interpreted as compensating only where help was expressly 
requested and where the life salvor spares the vessel owner a large ex-
pense through its salvage services.362 Restitution, basing itself in the ten-
ets of unjust enrichment,363 is a capable and quantifiable means to com-
pensate and encourage life salvors. Alone, however, it is not enough. 
IV. IMPACTS ON AN INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY 
"Although the practice of merchant vessels rendering assistance at sea is 
hallowed by long usage, the costs associated with modern rescue efforts 
are not."364 In recent years, numerous instances have placed the duty to 
rescue lives at sea and its resulting costs into controversy. The question 
of who should pay for both private and governmental rescue efforts is a 
highly contested issue. Many of these instances have been widely publi-
cized.365 "Refusal by States to disembark those rescued or sometimes 
even to come to the rescue [is] on occasion a serious problem."366 As 
Judge Cardozo once wrote, "[d]anger invites rescue. The cry of distress 
is the summons to relief."367 Yet, some refuse to answer their call to 
duty, and those who do respond are often stuck with the costs. 
Both private and government vessels have been lax in their duty of res-
cue. For example, in 1989, a small boat crowded with Vietnamese refu-
gees drifted into a South China Sea shipping lane.368 Ironically, the 
tanker who slowed to avoid collision with the small boat and to offer 
assistance capsized the refugee vessel as it caught in the tanker's wake.369 
The tanker called for assistance from three vessels within sight of the 
accident.370 None responded, and more than 130 people lost their lives.371 
360. Ta Chi Navigation Corp. S.A., 583 F. Supp. at 1331. 
361. Burstein, supra note 12, at 328. 
362. [d. 
363. Friedell, supra note 27, at 314. 
364. Clark, supra note 30, at 7B. 
365. Guy S. Goodwin-Gill, Refugees and Responsibility in the Twenty-First Century: More 
Lessons Learned/arm the South Pacific, 12 PAC. RIM. L. & POL'y J. 23,44 (2003). 
366. [d. 
367. Wagner v Int'I Ry. Co., 232 N.Y. 176 (Ct. App. N.Y. 1921). 
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The United States government has been equally neglectful. In the late 
1980s, Captain Alexander Balian of the United States Navy encountered 
a similar situation while sailing the South China Sea.372 He gave the 
refugees food and medicine but refused them passage on his ship.373 
Fifty-eight of the refugees later died of starvation and dehydration after 
aimlessly drifting at sea for many weeks. 374 
It is easy to see how the United States violated the SAR Convention, 
which includes in its definition of "rescue" the delivery of those saved to 
a place of safety.375 But what happens when the captain of a life salving 
vessel is denied entry into another sovereign's port? Such was the case 
in the Tampa incident of 2001.376 
As a matter of international maritime law, the International Con-
vention for the Safety of Life at Sea ("SOLAS") creates a gen-
eral obligation for masters to proceed to the assistance of those 
in distress. Thus, international maritime law and convention es-
tablished over many years would tend to suggest that it is the 
prerogative of the ship's captain, not that of a nearby State, to 
determine the country in which persons in distress are to be 
landed. Further, in terms of Australia's obligations, the Interna-
tional Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue ("SAR Con-
vention") of 1979, which entered into force on June 22, 1985, 
provides that a party should take measures to expedite entry of 
rescue units from other parties into its territorial waters.377 
An Australian vessel eventually took aboard the refugees after much 
debate and even a lawsuit.378 
The IMO responded to the Tampa incident by passing an Assembly 
Resolution for the promulgation of rules ensuring that all persons are 
provided assistance when in distress at sea, regardless of status or na-
tional origin, and that their salvors are permitted safehaven in foreign 
372. Id. at 627. 
373. Id. 
374. Id. 
375. Allen, supra note 47, at 153 (citing International Convention on Maritime Search and 
Rescue, supra note 59). 
376. Tauman, supra note 35, at 465. The Australian government refused to allow a Norwegian 
vessel carrying Afghan asylum seekers, which it had rescued at sea, from entering an Australian 
port. Id. at 464-65. 
377. Irene Khan, Trading in Human Misery: A Human Rights Perspective on the Tampa Inci-
dent, 12 PAC. RIM. L. & POL'y J. 9. 14 (2003). 
378. Tauman, supra note 35, at 466. 
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pOrts.379 Further the resolution purports to have various IMO committees 
address the duty of rescue and to identify areas in need of codification or 
development.38o Whether this results in any true progress remains to be 
seen. 
Australia was involved in another incident in recent years, this time res-
cuing Isabelle Autissier, a French competitor in an around-the-world 
yacht race whose yacht was badly damaged at sea.38\ Australia received 
great praise for its quick and efficient rescue, but once again, the issue of 
costs associated with the effort overshadowed all praise.382 Was Austra-
lia entitled, via international maritime law, to reimbursement from Ms. 
Autissier, the French government or the large French conglomerate who 
sponsored the race? Should it have been? "Surely it is reasonable for 
Australian taxpayers to expect some financial assistance in meeting the 
costs of Ms. Autissier's rescue and in any future incidents in the waters 
for which Australia is responsible, now around a third of the world's 
ocean area?,,383 Ms. Autissier said it best when she exclaimed, "what 
price for a human life."384 The costs of rescue were indeed high, but 
were they higher than the value of the life saved? Or, rather, was Austra-
lia obliged by the international conventions to which it is a signatory to 
rescue Ms. Autissier? If so, why is this duty neither compensated nor 
enforced? 
Australia, like many other nations, is a party to UNCLOS, the Interna-
tional Convention on Salvage, SOLAS and the SAR Convention.385 As 
this comment has shown, all member States to these conventions have a 
duty to rescue lives in danger at sea, especially those within their territo-
rial waters.386 Also, this comment has shown that compensation may be 
awarded to life salvors, and even pure life salvors, under limited circum-
stances.387 As the conclusion of this comment will show, it is uncon-
tested that the duty to rescue lives at sea is well-rooted in customary in-
ternationallaw and international conventions. Additionally, despite the 
lack of scholarly work acknowledging it, compensation for that duty is 
379. Id. at 489-90. 
380. Id. at 490. 
381. Remarks of Isabelle Costa de Beauregard, Melbourne Consul General of France, HOBART 
MERCURY, Jan. 10, 1995 (debate on sea rescue). 
382. Remarks of Sen. Jocelyn Newman, supra note 53 (debate on sea rescue). 
383. Id. 
384. Remarks of Alan White, HOBART MERCURY, Jan. 10, 1995 (debate on sea rescue) (quoting 
Isabelle Autissier). 
385. Davies, supra note 79, at 133; INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION, supra note 39, 
at <http://www.imo.orglincludeslblastDataOnly.asp/data_id=126>. 
386. Supra pt. I. 
387. Supra pt. ill. 
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also flrmly engraved in customary international law - so much so that the 
persistence of American courts in denying claims for life salvage outright 
violates international law ! 
V. CONCLUSION 
A. COMPENSATION FOR LIFE SAL V AGE IS CUSTOMARY 
INTERNATIONAL LAW 
Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice (lCJ) pro-
vides: 
1. The Court, whose function is to decide in accordance with in-
ternationallaw such disputes as are submitted to it, shall apply: 
a. international conventions, whether general or par-
ticular, establishing rules expressly recognized by the 
contesting states; 
b. international custom, as evidence of a general prac-
tice accepted as law; 
c. the general principles of law recognized by civilized 
nations; 
d. subject to the provisions of Article 59, judicial deci-
sions and the teachings of the most highly qualifled pub-
licists of the various nations, as subsidiary means for the 
determination of rules of law. 
2. This provision shall not prejudice the power of the Court to 
decide a case ex aequo et bono, if the parties agree thereto.388 
The ICJ, established by the United Nations, sets out the above rules for 
the resolution of conflicts between States.389 The flrst step is to analyze 
the treaties to which each State is a contracting party.390 By signing a 
treaty, a State consents to be bound by that treaty. 391 As mentioned in 
Part I of this comment, many States have thus consented to the terms of 
the International Convention on Salvage, the SAR Convention, SOLAS 
388. Statute of the International Court of Justice, art. 38, June 26, 1945, 59 Stat. lOSS, 1060, 3 
Bevans ll53, 1187. 
389. /d. art. I, 25-31. 
390. [d. art. 38. 
391. Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, art. 12, May 23,1969,1155 V.N.T.S. 331. 
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and UNCLOS.392 Particularly, well over 100 States have signed the latter 
two conventions.393 Thus, it is evident that both a duty to rescue lives at 
sea resides with individual vessels and contracting governments per the 
terms of these conventions. It is equally evident, however, that these 
conventions put no restrictions on remuneration for life salvage and, in 
fact, may very well encourage pure life salvage awards.394 
The rules for interpreting all international disputes obviously cannot end 
with treaty analysis, so international tribunals look to general principles 
of international law and customary international law for answers.395 
From time to time, a treaty rule may become opinio juris, part of the 
general corpus of international law, through its acceptance by an interna-
tional community, including parties not bound by the treaty.396 Parts of 
UNCLOS and SOLAS are considered customary international law, bind-
ing on non-parties.397 
The converse is also true; sometimes, a general rule can be found 
amongst the municipal laws of various parties to a particular convention 
so much so that it eventually incorporates itself into the convention as an 
underlying understanding of applicable international law.398 It is this 
author's contention that a rule of compensation for life salvage is so 
widely recognized amongst the municipal laws of the many States con-
tracting to the afore-mentioned conventions, as well as those with mari-
time interests who are not parties, that it is now, in fact, part of custom-
ary international law. Thus, one of the few partial holdouts, American 
case law, currently violates international law. 
Today, most of the European States, as well as nearly all of the English 
speaking world (America included), offer some form of compensation 
for the life salvor.399 "'Indeed, the laws of many maritime nations ... now 
392. See supra pt. I. 
393. INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION, supra note 39, at 
<http://www.imo.orglConventionslmainframe.asp?topic_id=247>; UNITED NATIONS, supra note 40, 
at <http://www.un.orglDeptsnos/reference_files/chronologicaClists_oCratifications.htm#The 
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea>. 
394. See e.g. Friedell, supra note 27, at 312. 
395. Statute of the International Court of Justice, supra note 388, art. 38(l)(b)-(c). 
396. The North Sea Continental Shelf Cases (F.R.G. v. Den.; F.R.G. v. Neth.), 1969 I.C.J. 2 
(Feb. 20, 1969). 
397. See Tauman, supra note 35, at 467. 
398. See e.g. No. 155-79, Aust!. Mining & Smelting EuT. Ltd. V. E.C. Comm'n, 1982 E.C.J. 
1575. 
399. William Tetley, Maritime Law as a Mixed Legal System (with particular reference to the 
distinctive nature of American maritime law, which benefits from both its civil and common law 
heritages), MCGILL WEBSITE, Sept. 4, 2005, 
<http://www.mcgill.ca/maritimelaw/comparative!marlawmiX/> (connecting European maritime law 
to negotiorum gestio). 
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recognize claims for life salvage and, in some instances, maintain funds 
to reimburse such expenses."'400 America's narrow quasi-contract excep-
tion in Peninsular is, perhaps, the most limited award available to life 
salvors.401 In addition to England402 (the initial model for American sal-
vage law) and many other European nations, Australia,403 Canada,404 10-
dia,405 South Africa406 and numerous others offer life salvage restitution 
and, in many cases, awards.407 Even Pakistan sees the logic behind 
awarding salvage to life salvors!408 
Each of the above countries awards restitutionary life salvage in all cir-
cumstances, unlike the limited circumstances in which the rule of Penin-
sular allows.409 This author is of the belief that reimbursement of life 
salvage expenses in all circumstances, as a minimum award for life sal-
vage, is so commonplace in the laws of other nations that it is now, in 
fact, customary international law binding on the United States despite its 
municipal case law. "Customary law is, in principle, binding on all 
states."410 
Further, the rule is so much in-line with common sense, so universally 
accepted, that it has become a jus cogens norm, an ethical rninimum.411 
According to the United States Supreme Court itself, no single nation can 
change the law of the sea - the general consent of "civilized" communi-
ties equals internationallaw.412 At the very least, since there are no treaty 
provisions contrary to this rule, it seems that a rule of restitution must be 
applied to international salvage disputes. 
400. Clark, supra note 30, at 7B (citing the dissenting arbitrator in the Kitsa charter dispute). 
401. See The Peninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation Co., 553 F.2d 830. 
402. Merchant Shipping Act, cl. 21,2005, (Eng.). 
403. PARLIAMENT OF AUSTRALIA, Legislation and Jurisdiction: Special Compensation 4.5-4.7, 
PARLIAMENT OF AUSTRALIA HOMEPAGE, Sept. 4, 2005, 
<http://www.aph.gov.aulhouselcomrnittee/trslsalvagelreport/chap4.pdf>. 
404. Canada Shipping Act, pt. VI, cl. 450(1)-(3), 2005, (Can.). 
405. Merchant Shipping Act of 1958, pt. XIII, cl. 402, No. 44 (1958) (India). 
406. Wreck and Salvage Act 94 of 1996, cl. 15,2005, (S. Afr.). 
407. PARLIAMENT OF AUSTRALIA, supra note 403, at 
<http://www.aph.gov.aulhouselcommittee/trslsalvage/report/chap4.pdf> (Australia offers reim-
bursement for life salvage expenses PLUS up to 30 percent of these expenses if environmental 
damage is prevented or minimized); Wreck and Salvage Act 94 of 1996, cl. 15(3), 2005, (S. Afr.) 
(the Minister, in his or her discretion, may award the life salvor out of money made available to 
Parliament for such purposes). 
408. Merchant Shipping Ordinance, Ch. 40, cl. 526, 2005, (Pak.). 
409. See The Peninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation Co., 553 F.2d 830. 
410. Tauman, supra note 35, at 479 (emphasis added). 
411. See MARK W. JANIS & JOHN E. NOYES, INTERNATIONAL LAW: CASES AND COMMENTARY 
142 (2d ed. 2001). 
412. See The Paquette Habana, 175 U.S. 677 (1900). 
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The IC] rules for detennining international disputes go even further than 
treaties and customary international law; equity can play an important 
role in resolving disputes.413 As part of international law, equity opens 
the door to the doctrine of unjust enrichment as applicable to life salvage. 
"The fundamental premise of the law of restitution is that '[a] person 
who has been unjustly enriched at the expense of another is required to 
make restitution to the other.'''414 Further, the principles of natural law 
are not entirely exempt from consideration.415 The duties to help those in 
distress and to reward good deeds are sound humanitarian principles.416 
This comment does not advocate receiving restitution from those res-
cued. But as this comment will show in the final section, there are other 
beneficiaries when lives are rescued at sea. 
B. SOLUTIONS, ENFORCEMENT AND ENFORCING THE SOLUTIONS 
The most obvious solution to the issue of life salvage compensation 
would simply be to codify current customary international law and equity 
principles. This could be done through an IMO resolution, an amend-
ment to existing conventions or an entirely new convention altogether.417 
"[T]he international community, under the leadership of the IMO, should 
work together to review existing law, identify gaps and inconsistencies, 
and develop new law or codify customary law to promote consis-
tency."418 This solution should be the end of the matter since conventions 
are pacta sunt servanda, binding on contracting parties and mandating 
good faith performance.419 However, rules, as they say, are made to be 
broken, and this one often is. 
Instead, why not compensate the life salvor via the shipowner? Certainly 
owners are beneficiaries of life salvors' efforts, since they are saved po-
tential liability to passengers and crew and the expense of conducting 
their own rescues.420 Owners generally have the deepest pockets and, 
413. See e.g. The Cayuga Indians Case, American and British Claims Arbitration, NIELSON 
REPoRTS 203, 307 (l926); Diversion of Water from Meuse (Neth. v. Belg.), 1937 P.C.LI. (ser. AlB) 
No. 70, at 7 (June 28). 
414. Albert, supra note 12, at 85 (citing REsTATEMENTOFREsTITlITION § I (l937}). 
415. JANIS & NOYES, supra note 411, at 133. 
416. Long, supra note 32, at 609. 
417. See O'May, supra note 298, at 1437. 
418. Tauman, supra note 35, at 495 (discussing a possible solution to the Tampa incident) 
(emphasis added). 
419. JANIS & NoYES, supra note 411, at 79. 
420. Friedell, supra note 155, at 1264. 
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consequently, would be in the best position to compensate life salvors.421 
And what of the "egocentric" follies of Ms. Autissier's trip around the 
world and the Russian government's submarine training missions?422 
Certainly, Ms. Autissier and Mother Russia, as shipowners, should bear 
the costs of their predicaments, brought about by their own choosing?423 
Or perhaps insurance providers should bear the costs? Vessels generally 
have liability insurers.424 Under an in personam claim against shipown-
ers and their liability insurers,425 a life salvor could claim expenses in-
curred during the rescue. "Under many existing P & I Club rules the 
shipowner's liability for life salvage is already covered."426 
Another solution would be to mimic British salvage law by setting up a 
similar maritime fund in each country.427 The fund, in the United States 
at least, could be collected from property salvaged by the Coast Guard or 
through a maritime tax.428 This would relieve owners from liability, en-
couraging owners to request assistance and would-be salvors to provide 
it.429 In Switzerland and Canada, reimbursement can be claimed for the 
rescue of skiers.430 Why not set up a national fund for rescue restitution 
wherever costs are more than nominal and wherever rescue is needed? 
Although these solutions are all viable and better than the current Ameri-
can system, this author proposes a new solution to best achieve the in-
tended result of contemporary international law. Under the International 
Convention on Salvage, special compensation is awarded from the owner 
of the vessel when the salvor has undertaken salvage operations in a 
manner best-suited to protect the environment ... even when no property 
is saved.431 Simply put, this author sees no reason why international law 
421. Id. 
422. Remarks of Alan White, supra note 384 (debate on sea rescue). 
423. Id. 
424. Rhys Cliff & Robert Gay, Admiralty Law Institute Symposium: The Uniqueness of Admi-
ralty and Maritime Law: The Shifting Nature of Salvage Law: A View from a Distance, 79 TuL. L. 
REv. 1355, 1381 (2005). 
425. Id. 
426. O'May, supra note 298, at 1437. 
427. Merchant Shipping Act, cI. 21, 2005, (Eng.) 
428. Burstein, supra note 12, at 331-32. 
429. Id. at 332. 
430. Remarks of Sen. Jocelyn Newman, supra note 53 (debate on sea rescue). 
431. International Convention on Salvage, supra note 36, art. 14 ("If the salvor has carried out 
salvage operations in respect of a vessel which by itself or its cargo threatened damage to the envi-
ronment and has failed to earn a reward under article 13 at least equivalent to the special compensa-
tion assessable in accordance with this article, he shall be entitled to special compensation from the 
owner of that vessel equivalent to his expense as herein defined."). Id. art. 14(1). 
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can award environmental protection without property salvage but not life 
salvage without property salvage. A similar compensation provision for 
pure life salvage would finally give all life salvors the restitution they 
deserve. "[T]here is nothing trivial in making a symbolic award to 
someone who has saved life."432 
This author proposes going one step further - why not award life salvors 
in the same manner as bounty hunters? A pre-established rate for each 
life, with each and every life valued at the same set amount, would do 
wonders for the encouragement of life salvage, finally placing it higher 
in priority than property salvage. Quite simply, it would generally be 
easier money for a salvor to obtain. The funds could be payable by the 
State whose citizens were saved, with each State liable only for their own 
citizens. A new convention, or perhaps an amendment to an old one, 
could put this system in place. In essence, a global life salvage fund 
would be the end result. 
The problem, as it has always been, is with enforcement of the duty to 
rescue. A carrot-and-stick approach may be the answer. Just as consid-
erable awards should be given to the life salvor, considerable punishment 
must be doled out to one who willfully ignores the duty of rescue. The 
Salvage Act's two-year maximum term is meager when compared to the 
potentially murderous results of purposely failing to answer a call of 
distress at sea.433 This author views such neglect as an act of hostis hu-
mani generis, an enemy to all mankind.434 As such, the ICJ should as-
sume universal jurisdiction over it in the same manner that slave traders, 
torturers, pirates and war criminals are brought to justice.435 If need be, 
the State to which victims were citizens could bring the claim on their 
behalf.436 Harsh punishments enforced every time one's wantonness is 
revealed, combined with worthwhile rewards for merely adhering to an 
already existing duty, may just be the formula necessary to ensure opti-
mal life salvage. 
432. Friedell, supra note 27, at 315. 
433. 46 U.S.c. at § 2304(b). 
434. Filartiga v. Pena-Irala, 630 F.2d 876 (2d Cir. 1980). 
435. Davies, supra note 79, at 124-25 ("its exercise is generally reserved for the most serious 
international crimes - crimes that shock the conscience."). 
436. Tauman, supra note 35, at 481. Under the principle of objective territoriality, a State who 
loses its citizens at sea has jurisdiction over conduct occurring outside its jurisdiction due to the 
adverse effect within its jurisdiction. Davies, supra note 79, at 120. 
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"Greed may succeed where charity fails,"437 but if not, one still must have 
the whip to fear. "People die at sea for want of a good Samaritan".438 
Intemationallaw clearly recognizes a duty of rescue and a desire to com-
pensate for it. It seems that to American courts, however, death is pref-
erable to a logical and lawful reward. 
437. Long, supra note 32, at 605. 
438. Id. at 627. 
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